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Gas prices
plummet

University student fulfills childhood fantasy, ran away and joined circus

Commuters and
community members
flock to gas stations as

ByKataSnyder

prices steadily dropped

Reporter

this past week

| Page!

Candidates
miss a few
Columnist Kyle
Schmidlin examines a
few groups the
presidential candidates
seem to have
overlooked in their
campaign | Page 4
ALAINA 8UZAS

Six steps to the
best pumpkin
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FLAME ON: A trained fire eater. Logan Jacot makes his own torches from old T-shirts
and Elmers glue He is also trained to walk on glass, something his parents are not lond of
seeing him do

Carver Chris Smalley
details exactly how
students can sculpt
their own perfect
pumpkin | Page 8

Police officer
fits the profile
A New York cop was

Freshman Logan lacot prepared
to set himself on fire. He'd done
it many times before.
Torches were constructed
from old T-shirts, a metal rod
and Elmer's glue. Although typically doused in gasoline or kerosene to make them easier to light,
this time, lacot used Coleman
camp fuel.
He slid one down his bare
arms, extinguishing thefire after
a few seconds, before snuffing
out the torch itself by sticking
the lighted end in his mouth.
"How do you eat fire?" a passerby asked.
"Carefully," he laughed.
He's from New Philadelphia.
Ohio. His mom is in real estate
and his dad owns a small oil
business.
Four years ago, lacot ran away
and joined the circus.
"At first, |my parentsl were
horrified," he said.
He'smainlyacontortionist.but
a bad car accident last February
shattered his right femur and
forced him to slop contorting for
a while. I le needed a new act, so

he taught himself to eat fire. 1 le
also walks on glass.
When his parents finally
watched his acts, suddenly having a circus-performing son
wasn't so bad, lacot said.
People would ask to see his
acts at parlies or friends' houses,
and he would show ihem, said
freshman Kyle Gale, a hometown friend also attending the
University.
"(The acts arel kind of like
death-defying in a way." Gale
said.
Jacot's interesl in the circus
was first piqued when he was
researching animal's rights, and
he liked what he found.
"These circus performers look
care of these animals and tigers
better than some people lake
care of their dogs," Jacot said.
It wasn't easy to gel in: lhe
circus is very suspicious of outsiders, Jacol said. Bui he proved
he wouldn't quit after two
weeks, and once he was in, he
could get jobs al any show he

ed as an acrobat, but he could
never get the landings righl, so
he switched lo contortion.
"Everybody laughed at me
because I couldn't touch my toes
when I started," he said. "I started stretching four hours a night
in from of I he TV,"
For the pasl four years, he's
traveled cross country, performing in various shows, including
the World of Wonders sideshows
and the Lewis and Clark Circus.
There were limes when he was
doing up lo 30 shows a day while
completing nearly all his high
school education online.
"You learn something In geography, and then next week you
go and see It," Jacol said.
He also learned about people
— all kinds of people. Lobster
girls, midgets and a guy named
See FIRE | Page 2
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Beware of
the mailbox

STRETCHED TO THE LIMIT: Unable to touch his toes when he began. Jacot can now
contort his body in a number of different ways. However, a car accident injuring his femur
put him out of the action for a while.
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A 66-year-old man is
in custody after sending letters with fake
anthrax to nearly 120
media organizations
| Page 10

Falcons need to
fend off Flashes
The Falcons are back

Clinton changes
tune to Obama

at home this weekend

By Kyi* Reynolds

but can their defense

Senior Reporter

counteract the Golden
Flashes' running game?
| Page 6
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What's your Halloween
costume?

ANTHONY WALKER
Senior, Accounting
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Bill Clinton was singing a different tune last night, compared to the last time he was
in Northwest Ohio stumping
for his wife in the primaries
against Sen. Barack Obama.
This time, Clinton was out to
show his support for Obama as
the next president of the United
States during his speech at
the Grove Patterson Academy
Elementary gymnasium.
He gave four reasons why
Obama is the right candidate
for the job.
"He's got the right philosophy, the right programs, decision making and proven ability
to execute," said Clinton.
The crowd filling the elementary school's gymnasium
roared with excitement in
response to the former president's words and support of
Obama, chanting, "What do
we want? Change! Who do we
want? Obama!"
Clinton addressed Obama's
critics who say Obama sub-

scribes to the socialist doctrine
of "spreadingthe wealth."
"The other side says it's redistributionist, but the past eight
years have seen the biggest
redistribution of wealth since
the 1920s," said Clinton.
Clinton told the crowd that
the middle class can work their
way up.
"So don't you believe all this
redistributionist business,"
said Clinton. "There is plenty
to go around if the people on
the bottom are doing well and
the people in the middle are
doing well."
According to Clinton. Obama
was quiet when the financial
bailout plan first became
apparent because he wanted
to consult with his advisors,
Warren Buffett and others, to
make sure he understood the
plans behind the crisis.
"That meant something
to me because if we haven't
learned anything else these
past eight years, we've learned
that in the world we are living
See CLINTON | Page 2

Nader criticizes
two-party system
By Kyle Reynolds
Senior Reporter

Independent presidential
candidate Ralph Nader spent
last night at the University
of Toledo speaking with the
campus and community
about why the two-party system in America doesn't work.
According
to
Nader.
Democrats and Republicans
haven't done anything in the
past 40 years for America,
including allowing college
students to be ripped off by
big corporations because they
are afraid to confront them.
"These are the same two
parties that let our students
be mercilessly gouged by
these student loan companies
like Sallie May," Nader said.
The American health care
system also represents a big
problem, Nader said, noting
that both Obama and McCain
oppose free Medicare.
Nader said he wants to see
Americans adopt a health
care system like Canada's,
and called America's current
system a "pay or die system."

"No one in Canada dies
because they have no health
insurance," Nader said.
Voting for McCain or
Obama will be a vote for politics as usual, according to
Nader.
If people want someone
who will sit in Washington,
then they should vote for
McCain or Obama, but if they
want someone who has demonstrated over 40 years of volunteering for the American
people, they should vote for
him and his running mate
Matt Gonzalez, Nader said.
"With Obama and McCain
you get what you pay for,"
Nader said. "With us you get
what you vote for."
Obama and McCain don't
respect the American people
by not campaigning in states
that they view as definite
blue or red states, Nader said.
Nader has campaigned in all
fifty states.
This means local issues are
never addressed when they

k

increase
By Courtney Flynn

University enrollment may be
down, but the School of Human
Movement. Sport and Leisure
Studies has recently seen a
surge of students with an urge to
explore a variety of programs.
The chair of the sport management, recreation and tourism division Philip Xie said he
attributes the growth of the
school to the strong and growing programs.
See MOVEMENT | Page 2

Future grads
brace for real
world impact
By Dru Sexton
Reporter

TODAY
Sunny
High: 68. Low: 44

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 60. Low: 36

Movement

See NADER | Page 2

"I want to be the king
from Burger King, but
I was too late to buy it
online."
| Page 4
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CHANGE OF SPEECH: After campaigning in Toledo for his wife. Hilary, earlier in the

SYSTEM IS DOWN: Independent Ralph Nader spoke last night on reasons why the

year, Clinton has changed his tune to support Democratic candidate Barack Obama

two-party system does not work m America and why voters should chose independents

For many graduating seniors,
the recent economic crisis has
gotten people to take extra steps
to ensure their spot in the work
force.
Graduating seniors are preparing for their future endeavors,
but at the same time, arc very
concerned about employment
opportunities given the current
state of the economy.
Many students take advantage of the University's Career
Center located in room 322
Saddlcmire Student Services at
Conklin North, whether it be
for help with building a resume,
career planning, student/profes-
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 29
10:12 A.M.
Devonne Goode, 20, of Lima.
Ohio, was cited for criminal trespass after arguing with a tow truck
driver attempting to tow his car from
Bowling Green Village Apartments.
Goode was told previously he was
not welcome at the apartment
complex and he would be cited if he
returned.
10:47 A.M.
James Stevens. 31. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for inducing
panic after he made threats towards
other people, said he planned to rob
a banlc and planned to buy a gun.
1:48 P.M.
Daniel Loera. 32. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for disorderly conduct
and open container of alcohol after
he was witnessed riding his bilce carrying an open container of beer. The
witness asked him to stop, and Loera
attacked him.
3:04 P.M.
Jenna Low. 23. of Weston, Ohio,
was arrested for shoplifting after
attempting to steal a pack of onesies, an infant's hat and gloves and a
20 ounce bottle of Pepsi.
8:21 P.M.
Leroy Miller. 31. of Portage. Ohio,
was arrested for criminal trespass
after returning to Wal-Mart. Earlier
this year. Miller was arrested for
shoplifting from Wal-Mart and was
ordered not to return.
11:18 P.M.
Merrill Koos. 34, of Bowling Green,
was cited for assault after slapping
a female on the left side of her
face, causing her to seek medical
treatment. Steven Beeker. 45. of
Bowling Green, was cited for assault
after pushing Bryan Hoffman. 19.
of Dublin. Ohio, into a brick wall.
Hoffman was cited for assault after
witnesses stated he punched a
female in the face, causing a visible
mark over her left eye. Kristi Slane,
20. of Bowling Green, was cited for
underage drinking.

THURSDAY, OCT. 30
1:50 A.M.
Joshua Brown. 21. of Defiance,
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct after he was observed urinating in a doorway.

CORRECTION
POLICY

and college, she was a flying
trapeze artist. She never cared
for the traditional circus, but
when a new circus movement
called Cirque du Soleil opened
in the 1980s, she ran with them
all over the world for a while.
At the time, Cirque du Soleil
wasanimal-free, with more of a
theatrical approach to the performances.
Miller left to attend college,
and after graduation she took
a position here. She still thinks
about the circus though, and it
influences the way she teaches.
She still wants her audience,
no matter who they are, to be
absorbed.
She doesn't know if she will
ever go back, but it's still a possibility.
"If I were to have to leave
Bowling Green, 1 would be very

tempted," Miller said. "No matter what I'm doing, there's this
circus part of me that I crave."
lacot feels that pull too.
"I get bored here, sitting in
one place," lacot said. Bul he
hasn't given it up.
During the summer, he'll
keep performing, booking and
promoting shows. He and Kyle
Gale are trying to start a circus
troupe using BGSU students.
He recently performed in
the talent show for the Latino
Arts and Culture organization.
Senior Laura Saavedra, the former president, had never seen
an act like his before.
Usually contestants sing or
dance or read poetry, Saavedra
said. lacot invited an audience member to stand on his
head while he lay on shattered
glass.

"It was amazing to watch,"
Saavedra said. "He ended up
winning."
lacot applied to four schools
last year, picking BGSU
because he thought the arts
department was strong.
Because besides Cirque
du Soleil, the circus hasn't
changed much in 50 years.
"The industry is kind of at a
crossroads right now," he said.
"Shows that are staying in 1950
... are slowly dying out."
He put his job on hiatus to
gain a degree in theater and
business, and to learn new
technology so he can help
bring the show he loves up to
the 21st century. After graduation, he will go back.

These programs — which ... hands-on opportunities
include sport management,
athletic training, recreation
to the real world."
and tourism and event planning — reside within the diviJoseph Xie | Chair
sion of sport management, recreation and tourism, exercise
science, physical education between about 20 and 30 perteaching education and dance cent, said Xie.
"It's an instant hit, it's unique,
are programs in the kinesiology division.
unconventional and exciting,"
"We're the best kept secret he said.
on campus," said Chair of the
This program offers a variKinesiology Division Lynn ety of job opportunities like
Darby.
wedding planning, working at
With a tradition of excellence resorts and convention centers
behind it, and a growing num- and working for the governber of students for the future, ment in areas like Parks and
the School of HMSLS already Recreation.
has some accomplishments to
Another program that has
tack on the wall which can be accomplished the task of
attributed to the influx in stu- increased enrollment has also
been recognized for its quality.
dents.
One program with a bright
According
to
Sportsthe
future at the University is tour- Manegment.com,
ism and event planning. The University was ranked in the
program has had the high- top three of the best sports
est growth rate in the school, management programs in the

country. The ranking can be
attributed to a rigid curriculum
andtheprofessionalexperience
students are able to receive.
The sport management program, alongwith the other programs in the school, requires
students to complete an internship and a practicum,
"The strength of the programs is that we offer internships and practicums which
offer hands-on opportunities
to the real world," Xie said.
The internships help wean
students from the classroom
towards the future job market.
They provide students with
insight towards their careers
and provide one-on-one experience with professionals.
"I have received good oneon-one experience from the
school of HMSLS, like I knew
I would," senior Bryan Pauley
said. "That's one of the reasons
I chose to come to BG."
Physical education training
major Jordan Manley said he
also chose the University for
programs offered in the school
of HMSLS.

But over the past four years
his respect for the schools
requirements moved towards a
focus on the faculty.
"Our staff is highly trained
and respectable," he said.
The faculty extends the
same gratitude towards their
students.
"The asset to this and all the
programs is t he great si udents,"
Xie said.
Darby also feels that one of
the great assets to her division
is the students and their dedication.
"The best thing about the
kinesiology division is its dedicated faculty and students,"
Darby said.
About 285 students are
involved in the kinesiology
division, and all practice the
art and science of human
movement.
The art of human movement
can be seen in the many dance
performances put on by the
dance program. In order to do
perfect pleas and jumps, the
dance majors receive instruction and critiques from fellow

students and faculty through
classes, practices and individual meetings.
To understand how to plea
properly, throw a ball with a
swift curve or to turn fat to
muscle, the students in the
kinesiology division must also
know the science of the body.
This includes classes like
anatomy.
The reasons behind including classes like anatomy in the
kinesiology division is because
part of the goal of the programs
is to give students a strong
background in allied health to
fall back on, which comes from
having a wide range of knowledge.
While Darby believes a
variety of classes helps give
the students a well-rounded
background, Manley doesn't
think there should be such a
heavy emphasis on being wellrounded.
"|The facultyl thinks they're
giving us a well-rounded background, but some of the classes
are just unnecessary," Manley
said.

"We can bring jobs in
every single community in
America, to people of all different educational levels and
revolutionize the country,"
said Clinton.
Clinton said he knows how
important the automobile
industry is in the Toledo area
and Obama has the best plan
for alternative energy, which
can be used in automobiles.
"Within three years we can

be exporting electric cars made
in America to other countries,"
said Clinton.
Clinton stressed the importance of Ohio in this election,
saying no Republican has won
the presidency without carrying
Ohio — and a Democrat rarely
has.
"You have this election and
the future of the country in your
hands," said Clinton. "Don't feel
any pressure."

two parties. But third parties
have been responsible for big
changes in American history,
such as the National Woman's
Party that pushed for voting
rights for women.
University of Toledo student Sean Nestor is supporting Nader because he doesn't
tiptoe around the issues like
McCain and Obama.

"Nader actually does his
homework and goes into
actual figures and in-depth
solutions," Nestor said.
Rally Attendee Jessica
Weinberg is supporting Nader
because she said the two
party system is broken.
"We arc demanding more
than what the two parties can
offer," Weinberg said.

FIRE

From Page 1

Jeffrey who has no arms, bul
can play the bass with his feel
are all counted among lacot's
friends.
"These people with deformities, they are more accepting
of their body than anyone else
I've ever met," he said. "The circus doesn't judge you on who
you are. Circus is all about what
you can do."
But it's not an easy job.
"There's no safety, there's no
health insurance," Jacot said.
"It potentially could be very,
very dangerous."
The animals, though bred in
captivity, are never completely
tame. The acts are never completely foolproof.

Between fire eating, glass
walking and contortion, lacot's
hurt himself more in contortion. He quickly learned the
difference between pain and
soreness.
"If you feel pain, you need to
stop," he said.
And even if every precaution is taken, a circus is still
at the mercy of the elements,
lacot remembered once when
a tornado swept through their
show. The performers and the
15 audience members huddled
in one trailer, he said. There
was no damage, but a man did
die.
"It's a really hard life," said
Montana Miller, an assistant
professor in the pop culture
department.
Miller joined the circus when
she was 17. Between high school

Thestrength ofthe
MOVEMENT
"
From Page 1
programs is that we offer

CLINTON
From Page I
in, it is really important that
we have a president who wants
to understand and can understand," said Clinton.
Developing energy independence through alternative means will create millions of jobs in America, said
Clinton.

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

NADER

In yesterdays article titled "Political
views clash at rally." it was incorrectly stated that the pro-Obama
gathering lasted roughly 30 minutes. Most supporters actually
stood outside for at least four and a
half hours.

make campaign stops, he
said.
According to Nader, the
third party's political power
has been diminished in
recent history because of the
overwhelming power of the

From Page 1
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sional employment or graduate
school.
The University Career Center
is aimed at helping students
prepare themselves for the
real world, and more students
are taking intiative to ensure
they're ready and prepared for
what is to come.
"The recent economic crisis
has gotten students' attention,"
said loAnne Kroll, the executive
director of the Career Center.
She said sudents are more
motivated and inclined to job
hunt earlier, and to be competitive because they are aware of
what is going on in the economy.
Although senior Logan
Burnside has begun preparing resumes and concentrating
on standing out compared to
others competing for a job in
graphic design, he still is concerned about finding a job.
"The economy is at a crucial
standpoint, so I think everyone
is at least a little worried about
its uncertainty," he said.
For some, finding a job in
the future might mean keeping
your options open.
Burnside suggests not putting all your eggs in one basket.
If you find a job outside of
your field and you've got the
necessary skills and that the
job is a match for you, apply and
send them a resume, he said.
"A lot of people are employed
in jobs that having nothing to
do with the area they focused
on in college," Burnside said.
There are a number of factors contributing to students'
increased interests in preparing more for the workforce.
Kroll said it can be a result
of more emphasis by parents,

teachers and peers for students
to prepare for jobs early.
Senior loe llowdyshell said
his parents have voiced their
concerns about him finding a
job after graduation.
"They have encouraged me
to use my resources," he said.
llowdyshell has been to the
Career Center on several occassions, and has worked on a
number of resumes and interviewing techniques.
However, Howdyshell's parents have suggested he ask
friends if they know of any
opportunities, or to ask some
friends that have graduated if
they have openings at they're
company, Howdyshell said.
Still, even with all the support, it can be stressful trying to
make decisions regarding your
future.
"I read the newspaper and
I hear about jobs being lost,"
llowdyshell said. "Yet professors remain optimistic telling
students they'll find jobs."
It really makes students wonder what to believe, Howdyshell
said.

To prepare for future
jobs...
Students thinking about
their life after graduation
should consider the following
resources:
■ visit the Career Center in
322 Saddlemire Student
Services at Conklin North
■ begin the job search early
■ prepare resumes and
cover letters early
■ expand your job search
to offers outside your
major
■ practice interviewing
techniques with friends,
parents and professors

Make us your FIRST CHOICE ana find your FIRST CHOICE;
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
2009

V.iilrlOti. 11 f"

by our office &
pick up the
r

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Woostcr Street, Bowling (Jreen, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnetvloverealestate.coni
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WILL YOU VOTE IN THE UPCOMING ELECTION?

Obama
noose found
on Kentucky
campus
By Jill Laitar
U-Wire

RACHEL BADWANSKI I 1HEKNEWS
CHEAPER GAS: Lower gas pikes have increased activity al the pumps, in particular
Kroger s on North Main Street where patrons can also get extra money off if they shop in the
grocery store.

Students utilize lower
gas prices, leave
university on weekends
By Lauren Graham

"I only drive to

Reporter
The price to fill up a gas lank on
a college budget seemed almost
unaffordable when a gallon was
just over S4.00 in the area.
But in the past few weeks, it has
dropped rapidly, leaving many
students taking advantage of the
low prices in order 10 leave campus.
According to Dean of Students
lill Carr, "students are leaving
campus for a combination of
reasons, including Igoingl home
and Igoingl to visit friends at other
Universities."
With a decrease in gas prices.
she has noticed less cars in the
parking lots throughout campus
each weekend.
"Not so many gas guzzling
SUVs" are tilling parking lot spaces anymore, she said. "More traditional carsand hybrids are what
I'm noticing students driving."
According to the Parking and
Traffic Division, less parking
passes have been purchased by
students than in years past.
Gas prices and lower enrollment have definitely contributed
to less passes being sold, Stacie
T.nriquez. manager of the Parking
and Traffic division, said.
"Off campus students now are
choosing to walk or use the shuttle," she added. "It's not just one
thing, but a combination."
Many students who have cars
on campus or even off campus

Haunted places
around
Bowling Green

tan. Sometimes to
Wal-mart too. Other
Amy Naderer | Freshman
choose to use them rarely.
"I only drive to tan. Sometimes
to Wal-mart too. Other than that
1 walk," freshman Amy Naderer
said.
Senior Kelsey Gordon lives
off campus, but never drives to
campus.
"I walk to save gas," she said.
"1 CUpOOl with a friend who has
methods at the same school as 1
to save on gas as well."
Gordon believes that Sen.
BarackObama will help in changing the economy if elected and
will help to keep gas prices lower.
I low ever, freshman Deni Rensi
does not pay much attention to
gas prices.
"I'm sure I would if I had a car,
but someone else takes me home,"
Rensi said.
freshman Aaron Miller waits
for his parents to send gas cards
in the mail.
"It's the only way I can afford
gas prices," he said.
With the upcoming election, America will see how
long low prices at the pumps
will continue.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events laien from eventjbgsuedu

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Treatment of Children and
Adolescents Who Stutter
Conference
Bowcn Thompson Studen Union

Joe E. Brown Theater
Exhibit #4: Clay Club
Bowen Thompson Student Union

Chi Omega House
Wood County Museum
Holcomb Road

Union Gallery Space

8 a.m.- '1 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room

Euler Road

204 Olscamp Hall

The Potter House

12 -5 Dm
Hallo Friday

Milliken Hotel

PARTICIPATION: Ben Hartley. M.C. of Cru asks the audience to text whether they will participate in the coming election during last
night's Cru which was politically-themed

than that I walk."

Alumni Meeting Room

Eva Mane Saint Theater

JMCHSl RADWANSKI

A kick in the pants to pay for college
Student in need of funds tries to sell a shot to the jewels to pay for school
By Alii* Blood

"There are some people who spend

UWire
University of Missouri sophomore Michael Linneman is
willing to sell a kick to his family jewels on eBay to pay for
college.
Linneman posted an offer
on eBay about three weeks ago
titled "Kick me in the nuts to
help me pay for college.'' The
offer entitles the purchaser to
kick Linneman as hard as he
or she can in his testicles while
the incident is videotaped.
The starting bid is $80,000 and
carries a "Buy it now" price of
$150,000. So far, there have been
no bids. Linneman recently
removed the listing for personal
reasons.
Linneman said the cost
of his education is frustrating. Although he works for
the Division of Information
Technology and receives some
scholarships, he still struggles
to pay for school.
"There arc some people who
spend ridiculous amounts of
money, like come to school here
and just party," he said. "I work
hard at school. It's frustrating."

student

Financial

Aid

employee Corina Blanc said
the price per credit hour for an
in-state student is $245.65 per
credit hour, making the cost
for an in-state student enrolled
in 12 credit hours a semester
about $3,000. for out-of-state
students, it costs about $4,400.
Housing, which is the same for
in- and out-of-state students is,
on average, more than $8,000
for a school year. Most students

ridiculous amounts of money, like come to
school here and just party. I work hard at
school. It's frustrating."
Michael I inrtemati
also pay more than $600 each
semester in fees.
Linneman said he doesn't
expect anyone to seriously hid
on the offer, but he said he has
beetvnoticed by Web sites that,
pick up unorthodox stories.
"I was hoping someone would
want to use it in a commercial,"
he said.
The idea came from reading
a hook titled "Think and Grow
Rich," which has a chapter
about imagination in gaining
wealth, he said
"It was talking about the
power of your imagination and
what you can attain,'' he said
Fellow students and eBay
shoppers have commented
about 15 times on his offer.
"It's been a good experience,"
he said. "I've gotten a lot of people saying things like T really
want to kick you in the balls but
I only have $5.'"
If someone were to follow through with the offer,
Linneman said he would relinquish the right to sue the kicker
for damages, though he's sure
no one will bid on the offer.
"If I really wanted to do it,
I would do it without paying
him," said sophomore Nick
llennis, a friend of Linneman.
"That's what friends are for."

Linneman said in the case of
a bid from a trained athlete, like
senior Missouri football kicker
leff Wolfert, he might cancel the
offer.
"If it were him, I don't know
what I'd do," he said. "I'd probably have to reconsider."'
Linneman found support
with friends like Hennis who
said college is outrageously
expensive.
"I say he's a little bit crazy, but
if he gets the money it's a genius
idea," Hennis said.
Genius might be the word
Hennis uses to describe the
idea, but physicians disagree. University Health Care
spokesman leff Hoelschcr
said the prospect of the sale
was ludicrous.
"It's more than kind of
unorthodox." he said. "I don't
know what this person is thinking. I can't express enough that
this is the wrong way to try to
get through college."
In an e-mail, Student Health
Center physician lac Lee said he
does not support any students,
males in particular, receiving
blunt trauma to the groin.
In addition to impairing ability to reproduce, trauma could
result in disfiguration from scar
tissue or the death of the organ.

Have you received your

^^*f liTSno17

Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room
3

Miicer*

Flu Shots will be offered by
the Student Health Service again this year to
BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and
retirees. In addition to being offered at the Student
Health Service beginning October 14 they will be given at
the following locations throughout campus:

Sp.TI

The Cowboy Astronomer
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

• Over 30 years in
rubber industry
in Engineering,
Human
Resources and
Sales
• 11 years
North Baltimore
Village Council
Barb Bretz, Governor Strickland, Jell Bretz
• 20 years North
Baltimore EMS
• Has successfully led 2 income tax reductions
in North Baltimore
• Has helped to bring jobs to northwest Ohio
• My priorities will be:
Jobs
Education
Environment
Healthcare
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A likeness of BarackObama was
found hanging from a noose
in a tree on the University of
Kentucky campus Wednesday.
UK Police received a report at
7:45 a.m. that the Democratic
presidential candidate's likeness was hanging from a tree
between a parking structure
and the Mining and Mineral
Resources Building near the
W. T. Young Library walkway.
At 8:25 a.m., members of UK's
physical plant division cut the
effigy down using a crane,
said UK spokeswoman Kathy
lohnson.
No suspects have been identified yet, but UK Police are working with federal authorities on
the case, lohnson said. Secret
Service was called as part of
standard protocol, she said.
The figure wore khaki pants
and a blue sports coat, said hospitality management junior A.J.
Mertz. who saw the effigy when
it was hanging. The figure also
wore a mask to resemble a black
man. Mertz said, lohnson confirmed it was a Barack Obama
mask.
Mertz said he saw the lifesize figure dangling from a tree
and thought it was a person.
Startled. Mertz did not want to
walk closer, but as he moved
toward the tree he saw it was
not a real person.
Mertz said he did not want to
even take a picture of the effigy
because he "didn't want anyone
to see it that didn't have to."
"I was disgusted and hurt
someone would deface the university and put something up of
this magnitude," he said.
If someone were to be arrested in connection with the hanging figure, he or she would be
charged with harassment with
a hate bias, a misdemeanor
charge, lohnson said. Whether
or not federal charges would be
pressed is in the hands of federal authorities, she said.
UK Police declined to comment on the case, referring all
calls to UK Public Relations.
If the person committing the
crime were a student, whether
they would be punished would
depend on the circumstances,
said Tony Blanton, associate dean of students. Because
almost no circumstances of
the Obama effigy are known,
Blanton said he could not comment specifically on the case.
As a rule, for the university to
impose any punishment from a
warning to expulsion, UK has to
prove the student was provoking or threatening another student. If the effigy was making
a political statement, it would
be covered because of first
Amendment rights, he said.

WELLNESS CONNECTION
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Please
have your University ID ready.
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health service

300-:

Mumm Center

payable by cash, check or BG1 Card.
In order to bill insurance you MUST bring a
photocopy of the FRONT and BACK of your
current insurance card.

FORUM

"We tell everyone to hit the port-a-potties before entering Scream
Acres for a good reason."
- Evie Leaders, owner of The Leaders Family Farm, on the haunted corn maze held
on their farm [see story, pg. 9].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What's ycajr Halloween costume?
between Glinda

"An angel"

"Einstein."

"I don't do
Halloween.

"I'm trying to decide

K VISIT US AT
KJ BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on

the good witch or a

today's People On The

pumpkin."

Street? Or a suggestion for

Obama and McCain
leave some in the dark

With this being my last opportunity to reach the students at Bowling
Green befon' the 2008 election on
Nov.4,1 thought it might beagood
idea to look at the election from a
different angle that lias been covered before. Much has been said
about how an Obama or McCain
administration might help or
harm "Name the Occupation."
but then' are a handful of groups
who arc entirely voiceless this
election cycle.
The Druq Community

Obama who admitted to use
of cocaine and marijuana in his
"Dreams of My Father" memoir, is
certainly a step above McCain with
regard to his War on Drugs policy
However, he has demonstrated no
interest in ending it. taking a modcrate approach to the drug war and
using tactics such as diininatingihe
punishment discrepancy between
crack and powder cocaine and
offering rehab instead of jail time
for first-time offenders.
McCain is very much the same
on this issue. While both candidates have different methods of
fighting the War on Drugs, neither
come close to advocacy groups
like the National Organization for
the Refonn of Marijuana laws
(NORM1J. The fact that both of
them view drug use as a scourge
of society ratlier than an unfortunate by-product of various societal
mechanisms is disappointing.
Under neither McCain nor
Obama would nonviolent marijuana offenders, which comprise a
startling percentage of the inmate
population, be released and pardoned for what America has
WRingJy deemed a criminal activity.
The American people should begin
demanding politicians demonstrate real courage, and take stands
that may affect some real change.
Th«Unki>nd
Those in this country who still
lack health insurance are presented few options this time around.
Both candidates have plans they
are proposing, but neither offer the
kind of adequate coverage the citizens need. What has yet to be proposed in the mainstream is possibly the simplest solution yet to the
I ii ■. ill 11 care crisis: An expansion of
Medkaid and Medicare-style programs to cover all Americans.
The money to pay for such a program can be recovered fixim cutting
the merest fraction of tl le military's
incredible budget. Neither Obama
hailed as a super-progressive, nor
McCain have proposed anything
like this.
TrwEiivkmiiniiLjCoiiinmhy
Both candidates may use some
green rhetoric, but neither really
demonstrates any great concern

FREDDIE FALCON.
University Mascot

STEVE CHARHEY.
Senior.
Applied Physics

MEGAN BURWELL.
Junior,
Communication Disorders

for the environment They'd each
rather search for cleaner methods of using coal or some other
short-sighted solution, ignoring
perfectly viable alternatives such as
hydrogen energy or wind energy,
exemplified by ihe Bowling Green
community.
Also, both candidates are welcoming to the Idea of nudear energy. The problem, of course, with
nudear energy'is the same as it has
been for decades—there is no way
to dispose of spent nuclear fuel.
Reactors capable of recyding the
plutonium into new, usable energy
are at the forefront of nudear engineering today; still they will never
be able to convert 100 percent of
any dement into energy.
According to the World Nudear
Association, nudear waste is dealt
with by separating it into Low-Lwd
Waste (UW), Medium-Level Waste
(MLW) and Fligh-Level Waste
fFUW). UW and MLW is buried a
little ways below the surface, and
HLW is "safely contained and managed in interim storage facilities,"
with the possibility of burying it
deep underground at a later date
Essentially, it just keeps piling up
and no real solution has been
developed. Neither major party
candidate lias come out in opposition to nudear energy, but the
environmental community should
accept nothing less than for both to
do so with vehemence.
Th» Puce Community
Perhaps more crucially than
any other movement, anybody
who regards themselves as a
pacifist should be horrified by the
prospect of a McCain or Obama
administration.
Obama has been painted generally as the anti-war candidate,
because lie has opposed the conflict in Iraq. But his riietoric tdls
of a different candidate, with talk
of shifting troops from Iraq to
Afghanistan (in ways which need
entire artidestoadequately explore,
more immoral than our Iraq invasion) and blanket threats made
against a powerful, and potential
nudear power, in Iran. I needn't
even elaborate on McCain's foreign
policy stance.
Neither Obama nor McCain are
precisely what this country needs.
Other groups I lack the space to
cover, such as the gay community
which is still fighting for equal marriage rights, have yet to find a major
candidate with the political courage to back their causes fully.
Meaningful change, the kind
not yet presented by McCain or
Obama, must be fought for at the
grassroots, from below, because
it won't be handed down from
above. Regardless of who walks
away from Nov. 4 a winner, the
groups listed above still have some
fighting to do.
■ResixmdtoKyleat
thenavs@tjgriaus.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for.letters to the editor;

STEPHANIE BARNETT.
Sophomore.
Education
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feedback at bqnews.com.
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Q: Where did you
get your Halloween
costume?
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I don't do
Halloween: 34%
Made at home: 28%
Thirft Store: 16%

KEITH PAKIZ

i-

'.-.'.

Costume Shop: 16%
Online: 5%

Travelin' the Globe:

The BG News poll is not
scientific and/effects the
opinions of only those
Internet users who have
chosen to participate The
results cannot be assumed
to represent the opinions of
Internet users in general, nor
the public as a whole.

Getting the sniffles in Austria

SALZBURG, Austria — I thought I
was going to get through the beginning of the school year without getting sick. I'was wrong
last weekend, I partially lost my
voice, and 1 really took care of it in
hopes of preventing it from becoming something else, but it didn't help,
I have a ninny nose I which really isn't
too terrible), an occasional cough
and tired eyes.
I'm thankful it's not as serious as
my eye problems while 1 was in New
York City; going to the doctor in a
foreign country really isn't at the top
of my list, considering how stressful
the process was this summer.
I'd like to give my Deutscli als
Kremdsprache dassmates the benefit of the doubt, and blame an incident from Wednesday's class on my
cold, hut that's not the way it happened.
Ves,111 admit tliatmy\Dice sounds
different while 1 have this cold, and I
know that my German sounds a
little bit different than it usually does
and my pronunciation may slightly
be affected
But the actions of my dassmates
cannot be pushed aside for that reason because they act out of line all
the time
IVe never been in a class in theU-S.
where loud, outside conversations
have been pennitled in dass while
die teacher is teaching. IVe never
been in a dass where the students
shout out corrections while a stu-

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
Obama raly meant to be
supportive
I am a senior here at BGSU and I
am writing in response to the article covering the Pro-Obama rally
held in response to Sarah Palin's
visit to campus.
V\fe felt it did not provide an
accurate depiction of our rally and
our cause. At least 300 supporters came out to promote Obama.
and those who organized the

dent is still speaking IVe also never
been in a dass where American
students loudly make fun of nonAmerican students when they speak
Enfijttl incorrectly.
All of these things happen in my
German class, making it the pan of
my day I dread the most
SoinWfednesda) si lav, flee every
dass, the teacher called on individuals to read sentences from our
homework, filling in the blanks.
In my case, I had to pronounce a
word witli the letters "ch"nvo times.
This sound varies from person to
person and from region to region.
Some of my classmates didn't
favor my pronunciation, so they felt
it necessary to shout out their preferred pronunciation while I was still
reading my sentence Snickers are
also a common response when a
blank Ls tilled in with an incorrect
answer.
The most intriguing part of this is
that my classmates are all students
whose native language is sonictliing
other than German.
Most Americans 1 know are
patient with others whose native
language is something other than
English. Most native and fluent-butnot-native students IVe met here
have been patient with me, too.
VAe wouldn't be in this class
if our German was perfect, so we
should be free to make mistakes and
not suffer humiliating sneers and
remarks when we are learning.
But that's enough preaching to
the choir.
Taking that music vein, I spent
pan of this past weekend with my
two of his bandmates while I was
on our program trip to Vienna His
band which is called Cardiac Move,

is currently competing in a battle of
the bands contest sponsored by an
Austrian radio station.
Cardiac Move lias made it to the
last round of the contest with nine
other bands, and voting for the winner is currently in progress. The winner is determined by the band with
the most SMS — Austrian for text
message—votes.
I'd ask everyone to vote for them,
but it would probably cost more
than the 30 Euro cents the messages
cost here. But if you do want to check
them out. their Web site is www.cardiacmove.com.
The band is getting some air time
because of the contest and the winning band will receive a recording
contract for a single with Sony BMG
in Vienna
I told my host brother I'd be sure
to mention the band in this week's
column, because spending time
with them was one of the higlilights
of my weekend in Vienna (My other
higlilights were eating dinner at a
restaurant called Centimeter, where
We ordered a sword that came with
pieces of meat hanging from the
blade, and seeing Gustav Klimt's
"TheKiss.")
When I said that, his answer was
that Cardiac Move is probably die
first band from the finalists to receive
American press.
So keep your fingers crossed and
hope that they win.
I'm sure I'D mention the results
next week, along with my preparations for Venice and my first trip to
Italy. I can't waif!

rally worked very hard to insure
the message portrayed was one of
positive energy and support for our
candidate.
The picture on the front page of
the paper tagged with the article
only showed McCain-Palin signs.
We felt it would have been more
appropriate to portray the signs
we provided. The rally signs we
carried had statements such as;
"Hope over Fear," "Our Moment
is Now" and "Make History, Vote
Now." This was the image we
were striving to portray to our
community.
Furthermore, any negativity our
argumentatrve behavior arose was

minimal and isolated. Nothingever
got out of hand, nor did it ever turn
violent. The focus of the article on
these few seemed to diminish the
efforts of the other 290 supporters
who spread their message through
positive campaign slogans.
I think it is great that our campus hosted Sarah l^ilin. Aside from
the fact that it is a historical event, it
brought this election dose to home.
It helped energize the Obama support base and get everyone excited
for November 4th.
In recognizing the excitement
surrounding Palin, it is important
to also recognize the excitement
around Obama as welL I am proud

Try some of these
spooky movies on your
Halloween night!

Rocky Horror Picture Show
Silence of the Lambs
Poltergist
A Nightmare on Elm Street
Night ol the Living Dead
The Nightmare Belorc Christina'
Araclmophobia
Dawn ol Ihe Dead
Saw Series
Amityville Horror
Pel Semalary
Secret Window
Children of the Corn
Rear Window
Wothman Prophecies
Addams family Series
Sleepy Hallow
Hocus Por.us
Friday the 13th
Dead Silence
Young Frankenstein
Rosemary's Baby
Sweeny lodd
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-Respond to/\lison at
t1ieneuis@i)gtieius.com
of all of the Obama supporters who
attended our Pro-Obama rally and
braved the cold for hours on end. It
was wonderful to see so many people mobilized and rallied behind a
common cause of portraying the
positivity and optimism that can
be found in the Obama Campaign.
I urge everyone to find their cause,
keep it positive, and cast their ballot on November 4th. Yes We Can!
—Holly Cipriani, Senior,
PoliticalScience
Respond to letters to tlie Fditor
at tlienetvs@bgneius.com

■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnewsxom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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athletics.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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Green area. Two submissions per
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MELTING: An ice sculpture entitled 'Main Street Meltdown." was installed on the 79th anniversary ol Black Tuesday, the stock market crash
that caused the Great Depression The sculpture is the work of artists Nora Liganno and Marshall Reese

Two artists give a cold response
to "melting" economy
/•« ■ lr*t \i ra — the
th<« <,-wLititrc
\<
nln and
iinl.ii.iu
wide
sits on a pedestal, was
wide stairs
The economyit Ifl
is miiliinn
melting —_ csculpture
and row of pillars fronting the installed on Oct. 29 because
literally.
Two artists on Wednesday state Supreme Court building it is the 79th anniversary of
installed a 1,500-pound ice — is instantly recognizable the day in 1929 when the stock
sculpture that spelled the word to millions of viewers of TV's market crashed, precipitating
the Great Depression.
"Economy" in Manhattan's "Law & Order."
"Economy" is the fourth in
"To see the word 'economy'
financial district.
The "Main Street Meltdown" melting down is represen- a series of political ice sculp
was to remain in Foley Square tational of an extreme time," tures I.igorano and Reese have
until it melted — about 24 artists Nora Ligorano and created. Earlier this year, they
hours. By Wednesday evening, Marshall Reese said on their carved blocks into the word
"Democracy "and allowed them
the E and the C had already Web site.
The artists said the sculp- to melt during the Republican
thawed and vanished.
The backdrop to the ture, which is 5 feet tall, 15 feet and Democratic conventions.

Campus cop
fits stereotype,
steals donuts

McCain leading Obama in
critical kitty litter polls
COLUMBUS (AP) — To put it in residents are being determined
a tasteful way, a vote under way by their "votes" dropped into
in Ohio is determining which a red box for Republican John
White House hopeful is the pick McCain and a blue one for
Democrat Barack Obama.
of the litter.
The radio station's Web
The ballot boxes are cat litter boxes in the 2008 "Kitty site calls the Kitty Caucus "a
Caucus" being conducted political movement that really
by the Capital Area Humane counts."
Perhaps thankfully, the site
Society in Columbus and
local radio station WBNS-IM, doesn't go into detail about how
the votes are being counted. But
known as Mix 97.1.
The presidential preferences it says McCain was leading yesof the animal shelter's feline terday by a close 50 to 49.

MORRISVILLE, N.Y. (AP) —
New York State police say a
sticky-fingered college campus policeman was helping
himself to more than the free
coffee at a convenience store.
He also routinely stuffed a
pastry into his coat.
The Valero Nice N Easy,
in upstate New York's
Morrisville, offers free coffee to any police officer in
uniform.
Sgt. Steve Brody of the
Morrisville State College
University Police stopped
daily to buy a newspaper
and pick up a free cup of
coffee.
Troopers say they have
surveillance videos of Brody
pocketing the pastries.
Brody is now accused of
taking about $30 worth of
pastries over at least 17 separate occasions. Brody, 55, was
ticketed for petit larceny.
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getting down to

BG's defense

BUSINESS

Kent State's run game

KSU's
offense

ByChriiVoloichuk
Sports Editor

Tomorrow al 2 p.m., Kent Stale will visit Doyt Perry
Stadium to face BG. And the biggest story on the
field will be how BG's defense stacks up with Kent's
ground game.
The Mashes' run game has been nothing short
of terrific this season. It averages 217.5 yards per
game and about five yards per carry. It's also a little
unconventional in that the team's leading rusher is
the quarterback, senior lulian Edelman. So far this
season, Edelman has 781 rushing yards and eight
touchdowns, and ranks second in the Mid-American
Conference in total rushing.
lb go along with Edelman, the Elashcs also have a
talented running back in Eugene larvis, who despite
an injury earlier this season has been very effective.
This year, he has 362 yards and five touchdowns to
his credit, good for second-most on the team in both
categories. In KSU's 54-21 pasting of Miami last week
in Oxford, larvis found the end zone four times.
BG head coach Gregg Brandon knows Kent's rushing attack could pose problems for his defense.
"IKent has| the best rushing attack in the conference, but they're a little bit different than some

BG's
defense
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THE GUYS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

FANTASY FOOTBALL

FRDA

THE GUYS WHO ARE TEARING IT UP:

KEVIN WALTER

MATTSCHAUB

Walter was a bit of a wild card going into the
season, but has gradually earned mor&and
more playing time. With Houston's passing
game really coming alive as of late. Walter
should improve on his 565 yards and five TDs
The guy currently throwing to receivers like
Walter has been on a bit of a roll as of late, reigniting Houston's passing game As of right
now. Schaub has 1.625 passing yards and 10 .
touchdown throws.

CHADPENNINGTON ANDRE JOHNSON

MARION BARBER

ANTONIO GATES

The former Jets quarterback has
re-discovered his game this season
in Miami, and has actually out-performed current Jets quarterback
Brett Favre. Pennington has a QB
rating of 100.5.1.710 yards and seven
touchdowns.

Yes. the Cowboys are struggling to
score right now without Tony Romo
under center, but that doesn't mean
you should overlook Barber's body
of work this season. Dallas' top running back has 155 carries for 611
yards and five TDs.

Next to Tony Gonzalez and Kellen
Winslow. Gates is considered one of
the NFL's absolute best tight ends.
On a Chargers team loaded with
injuries this season. Gates has been
pretty consistent, with 50 receptions.
405 yards and five scores.t

Houston's top receiver has been fairly consistent all season. As Schaub's
No. 1 target. Johnson has 56 catches
for 772 yards and two touchdowns.
You have to think that more TDs
will come with his production and
Houston's potent passing game.

Women's soccer ties season
finale with Toledo, 1-1
By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

With help from Western Michigan,
the B( i Women's soccer team has
secured a home berth for the
first-round of the Mid-American
Conference playoffs„set to begin
on Sunday.
Battling top-ranked Toledo to
a double-overtime draw yesterday, Hi i maintained its fourth
place position in the MAC standings as WMU defeated Northern
Illinois, seated one notch below
the Falcons' in the standings. The
top four teams in the conference,
after regular season play, are
awarded home field advantage
for the tournament
"It was a rival game and those
always arc very tight," said BG
Coach Andy Richards. "They are
often decided by a single goal

See Megan
Amann's goal
Log on to
bgnewssports.com

ra for a game video
and that's how we thought it
would be, but a tie is probably
fair on the day."
In the first half, Toledo was the
dear aggressor, keeping the ball
off the ground and on their offensive end for the majority for the
first 45 minutes.
Toledo's aggressive style of play
pakl-off, when Brittany Hensler
shot of a goal going one-on-one
with a BG defender, knocking
in a shot past goalkeeper Alexa
See SOCCER | Page 7
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Sxt when n the Span
E*o< the guy with the
wontpck em reaxtPHV
the complete oppovtf o* a
badge o* honor Oh well, at
Iwttheieinfihteeguiri
Hi* in the lumra roi ou
jnnwl bragging «>ghft
There are some good gimn
coming up. so enjoy them!
Kent State
^16
6G-65
«1 Texas
vs.#6TtusTtch
leas -4
#5 Florid*

EfflLKI]

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK
Sports Edna

ANDREW HARNER
Assistant Sports Editor

All Henti gotta do -slob1* the
euct same game plan as Eastern
mVhjgjn. Mi** and Northern
linors-runthtbalalM
Kant State 27. K 21

Sony fob LHfil thn team proves
they can stop the run. I cant pKfc
them against a good running
attack
Kant State ft K17

IB volunteer to play defensive
tackle if that's what it *4 take to
stop the run

I haven't (acked against BG yet
this year [m starting to thrt it

BG 20. Kent State 17

KS1. Kent State 24

I haven't had a good upset special
in a what so here it a The Red
Raders take care of home field
and beat the Lonqhorns
Tea* Tech M, Teus 55

I p<ked against lech last week
and got burned but 111 go ahead
and do it again

Teu\ Techs blowout w*i over
Kansas has me convinced. The
will be a highscomg af*nr

Texas Tech has got to want it
more Come on Tech! Take em
by the norm, those longhorns

Teus 55, Trial Tech 4fl

Taut Tech 65, Teas 59

Teus Tech 42. Texas 54

Thu game is al about revenge.
arid I mgoiraj with Florida.

Florida will come in angry, but
Georgia* gong town

Georgia didn't drink enough
Take the Gator out of The
Gatorade this week. Florida puts Swamp' and he i nothmg more
thanahurd
away late

Florida 24. Georgia 16

Georgia 27, Flarida 17

«.#l6torqU
Florida-6
#16 Florida State
vs. Gtorqia Tech
Georgia Tech -2
VfestttiMa
vs.UCONN
WwVa-4
Occidental
«. Cal Luthtr*n
Ho htumailable
OvtraNrtcord

I feel as though Tech is going to FSU has been rolling of late, f
win this game Florida State isn't take the underdog for lucki.
as good as their raring suggests.
G-Teds 20. FSU 17

FSU54.G-Tech21

Wit is favored, so I'm gong with Why be Mtnttf fl take WVU
them. How s thai lor logic
WVU11.UC0NN21

WVURUCONHIO

Callurtmanrtjotngtoloie And CaUutneranrtlAeCal Ripken
no. n *oi't be Occidental when Thee don't back down for any, h» to
thing.

CRAIG VANDERKAM

FREDDY HUNT

M Ell i

Edito-in-CM

Georgia 54, Florida 24
Two very good defensive teams
Skght edge to the Seminokes

FSU n gang to get stung bad by
the Jackets' triple option

FSUUG-Ttdill

C-TechJS.FSU21

fwWVUfantarhtWiar
ojtolth*Huiii«

The Hu*« haw a sold detenu
but WVU w«pj ahead dthe,
kmlUupadmntabK

WVUH.UC0Hrl21

WVUB.UC0NN17

This is a rivalry game, so i
could go e the* way

A tchool (or clumsy dentists has a
football proo/am'

Occidental!. C»l lurheran 2

CjlLuthKtn27.Occidei.nl 10 Cal lulheran 16. Occidental IS Occidental 14. Cal Lutheran 4

»-24

I7-1»

54-19

51-22

Hockey to host unbeaten PREVIEW
From Paqe 6

Nebraska-Omaha
By Ethan

MMJOC

Reporter

After traveling more than 10,000
total miles during the past two
weekends, BG's hockey team is
glad to be home
I hat does not mean that this
weekend's Central Collegiate
Hockey Association games against
Nebraska-Omaha will be very easy,
but at least the Falcons won't have
to fly to the arena this time
The team flew to New England
for games against Boston College
and Providence College two weekends ago, and this past Sunday
returned from a 16-hour flight
from Alaska- Fairbanks.
BG lost three of those four
games, dropping its overall record
to 2-3-1 after a win versus RTT and
a tie against Niagara started the
season earlier this month.
"It's great to be home," BG coach
Scon Paluch said, noting that 12 of
the team's next 16 games will be
at the BGSU Ice Arena. "Ifs a real
critical piece of our schedule and
we have to earn points here."
Nebraska-Omahais4-0sofarthis
season after collecting home wins
against American International,
Union and Mercyhurst.
That stellar home record is
yet another reason this series
could have perfect timing and
location for BG.
"There are so many good teams
in college hockey," said Paluch,
"and if you go through a two-week
stretch of being undefeated, you're
doing pretty well."
The Mavericks do not appear
to have many weaknesses after
four games. They are in the top
half of every CCHA statistical cat-

It S great to be
home. It's a real
critical piece of our
schedule and we have
to earn points here."
Scott Paluch |BG hockey coach
egory, including offense (3.5 goals
per game), defense (1.25 goals per
game) and the penalty kill.
UNO has not allowed one power
play goal in 22 opponent chances.
In an attempt to sneak one or
two man-advantage goals past the
Mavericks this weekend, BG has
focused on special teams play in
practice all week.
The Falcons' mediocre penalty
kill (ranked ninth in the CCHA) will
face the league's third best power
play. Sophomore defenseman
Alain Goulet is one of five players who have already registered a
power play goal this season.
Now that's depth.
"They're a pretty offensive runand-gun team and they usually
have a good power play," said BG
senior goaltender Jimmy Spratt.
Spratt has faced UNO more
times than he has against any
other team in the league with
nine games. While he has a 2-7
record against the school in his
college career, he thinks his prior
experience could help him this
weekend.
"They're a completely different team now, but it can't hurt,"
Spratt said.
Both games start at 7:05 p.m.

of the teams," Brandon said.
"They don't pound you like a
Pitt, Boise or Northern Illinois.
Edelman will just tsfke the
snap, look like he's dropping
back and then just take off.
Jarvis is a good back — very
shifty and elusive."
On the other side of the line
of scrimmage will be BG's
defense, which has statistically been much better than
last season. So far, it's allowing 7.7 fewer points, 41.7 fewer
passing yards and 26.7 fewer
rushing yards per game than
in 2007, all good signs.
The unit's problems, as
illustrated by the team's 13 record in MAC play, have
centered around stopping
the run late in games. The
defense has kept scores close
in just about every game this
season, but the second half
— especially the fourth quarter — has not been kind to
them. In the fourth quarter
this season, the Falcons have
been outscored 56-51.
In order to walk out of The
Doyt with a win tomorrow,
the Falcons will have to close
Edelman's and larvis' running gaps for all four quarters.
Brandon believes the defense
can do it.
"We've faced th*e guys
before and did a nice job
against them," Brandon said.
"IKent's offense isn't] anything
that we haven't seen and can
prepare for. Our players just
need to execute and believe
we can win and beat Kent."

VOTE FOR:

Official Write In Candidate for President
24JE. Liberty. St Suite 10
_ Jft»
)la»44691 i330)-202-7817
lUuncu: 60 Mlnults, 20 mi mitt : agmenl. Oclobat 26. 2008)
Paid Political AdvgrlliiMni Paid 'ot by James Germane
ollicial Write In Candidate cor President

By Sun Shapiro
Reporter

For the first time in over four
years BG controls their own
destiny in the MAC East. With a
3-0 win over Miami, the Falcons
pulled into a two-way tic for the
division's top spot.
If BG is to win out their MAC
schedule this season, they are
guaranteed at least a share of
the East division title for the
first time since 2001.
In the match, BG was able
to dominate the RedHawks at
the net as four Falcons recorded
at least nine kills. Defensively,
BG had a big night blocking
with nine blocks compared to
Miami's seven.
"I thought we did really well

blocking this match, it's some- assists. Luther had three of BG's
thing that we have struggled four blocks in the set.
with this season," said junior
Luther eventually closed out
Shari Luther. "We just stepped the set 25-18 by attacking the
it up. I know the outside block- middle of Miami's defense.
ers moved in to take away
In the third set, Miami was
more coining across, that able to battle back and tie the
definitely helped."
score at 14, but blocks from
The first set was very close Meghan Mohr and Luther
until junior Kaitlin lackson helped put an end to the run
sparked an 11-4 BG run, con- and spark a late rally. BG would
trolling the right side hitters. put the match away soon after,
Setter Sam Fish dished out winning 25-20 on a kill by Mohr,
10 assists.
her 12th of the match.
BG's momentum from the
"Tonight was the best I've seen
first set carried over to the sec- us play at the net this entire seaond as the Falcons, jumped son," said head coach Denise
out to an early 8-5 lead, get- VanDeWalle.
ting contributions from both
BG's next match is tomorrow
the left and right side hitters. night at Anderson Arena against
They were led by setter Sam MAC West leader Western
Fish, who recorded another 10 Michigan.

Cross country teams prepare for this
weekend's MAC Championships
By Kristin McKixic
Reporter

Falcons were in the 13th spot, but
the)' continued to rise in the following weeks.
Running up the rankings is BG's
"Everyone is doing a nice job
this year and working hard,"
women's cross country team.
That's in the Great lakes Wells said. "My expectations for
Region rankings. The team is now the teams are always the same,
seventh in their region, according for them to give their best indito the U.S. Track & Field and Cross vidual and team effort."
Country Coaches Association.
The team raised three spots
"The women's team has been after their performance in the
ranked highly this season among Falcon Invite on Oct. 18, finthe MAC schools and we are look- ishing first against Toledo and
ing for a great meet this weekend Buffalo. Both opponents are Midand will do everything we can to American Conference teams.
"At this point in the season we
compete for the team title," said
have started to taper or reduce
head coach Cami Wells.
Three weeks ago the lady the volume to get ready for the

conference and regional meets."
Wells said. "We are no longer having two a day practices or doing
long runs."
The conference the Falcons
are preparing for is the MAC
Championships on Nov. 1 at
Eastern Michigan University.
The men's 8K race is scheduled
to begin at 11:00 a.m. and the
women's 6K race starting at noon.
.'The focus is more on speed,
work and staying healthy," Wells
said. "You never want to overlook
anyone and you always want to
concentrate on getting the most
out of our team and capitalize on
your strengths."

SOCCER

match into overtime with the
score tied 1-1.
Two 10-minute overtime periods would pass without scoring, although it looked like BG
might sneak out the victory when
Corbie Yee was fouled with little
time left on the clock, setting up a
free kick, which was booted over

From Page 6
Arsenault.
"They are a very direct team,"
Richards said, with strong forwards and a deep bench. "It's hard
to play against a team like that.
They are the MAC champions so
we know they're a good team."
Down 1-0 at halftime, freshman Megan Amann came up big
roughly 11 minutes into the second half, making spin-move to
shake off her defender and sending the ball into the right side
of the net past UT goalkeeper
Andrea Plewes.
"She's gotten stronger and
stronger as the season has gone
on," Richards said of Amann.
With the score evened at 1-1,
the Falcons' seemed to have the
momentum in their favor.
"I thought we did very well to
come back into the game after
being one down," Richards said.
"Once we scored we came back

the goal

ETHAN KAG0C I IHEBGNflVS

IN TRAFFIC: BG's Megan Amann (IS)
scored the learns only goal of the day.

into the game and that's the way
soccer is."
Although both teams had scoring opportunities, neither was
abie to capitalize, forcing the

Yesterday's match held special meaning for the program, as
Ibledo brought BG's season to
an end last year, defeating the
Falcons' in penalty-kick overtime
of the MAC championship game.
"The majority of the team
played in that game and you
don't forget something like that.
So you are extra-motivated,"
Richards said.
"The overall picture is that we
got a place in the MAC tournament, which was our goal coming
into the season."
Holding the home-field advantage, BG will face fifth-seeded
Western Michigan with kick-off
set for 1 p.m.

the last thing you need is a long walk from your car.

71

ON CASINO CAPITALISM

James Germalic

Netters make quick work of
Miami, move up in MAC East

When you're sick and going to the hospital,

• James Germalic •
* Not only will casinos bring in organized crime to
destroy democracy, but it will cause problems to
destroy the social system.
• Now in 2008 the whole economic system has gone down
because of gambling. Casino capitalism has destroyed
the economic system.
* Prior to 1908 there were 30-50 little shops just in
Manhattan alone; where you could bet on the stock
market. The whole economy collapsed In 2008
because of that.
,/^fl
♦ Every state in the union made betting on the stock
market illegal. Bill Clinton encouraged legal gambling
on the stock market.
♦ But it was the unanimous vote of all 100 senators
(Democrat's & Republicans) that legalized betting on the
stock market. (That vote was taken after 2000)
♦ Both the democrats and republicans are equally
responsible for the collapse of the financial institutions
of this country, and then the world.
* They (60 mln. radio talk show) specifically blamed the
whole stock market collapse on their term Casino
Capitalism.
/ _
♦ Thomas Jefferson said once a tailor made the big kill on
gambling, he would not be content with the incremental
wage he made as a tailor.
» You want to vote for proposition 6 to allow casinoi to
come Into OhioT Or vote tor the (democrats and
republicans) who caused all of this?
I encourage you to get the transcripts from 60 Minutes,
do your own research ami write letters to the editor on
Casino Capitalism. Tell people VOTE AGAINST
PROPOSITION 61 Tail every newspaper, talk show,
and TV elation III 1MB Mate.

Friday. October 31. JOOB 7

Voting YES on the Wood County
Hospital referendum will mean:
• Adequate parking close to the hospital
entrance.
• Shorter walks for the hospital's ill
patients.

lit*

Referendum facts (Ordinance 7737):
• Voting YES on the referendum will create
26 parking places.

ma

I^J

©

The referendum affects only a small part
of the overall site.
The Hospital is committed to working
with the community to replant trees and
maintain a green campus that Bowling
Green can be proud of.

fursrw
The Committee for Improved Parking
al Wood County Hospital:

i *5

m

Join these and other community leaders and

VOTE YES on the Wood County Hospital Referendum
(Ordinance 7737). When you're sick, better parking is more than a convenience.
PAID FOR BY: llie Committee for Improved Parking at Wood County Hospital. Michael Miesle. Treasurer, 950 W. Wooster, Bowling Green. OH 43402
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getting down to***.

BUSINESS

Kent States run game

By Chris Voloschuk

KSU's
offense

Sports Editor

Tomorrow at 2 p.m.. Kent State will visit Doyt Perry
Stadium to race BG. And the biggest story on the
Field will be how BG's defense stacks up with Kent's

17
217.5
5.0
9
1,740

ground game.

The Flashes' run game has been nothing short
ol terrific this season. It averages 217.5 yards per
game and about five yards per carry. It's also a little
unconventional in thai the team's leading rusher is
the quarterback, senior Julian Kdelman. So far this
season, Edelman has 781 rushing yards and eight
touchdowns, and ranks second in the Mid-American
Conference in total rushing.
To go along with lidelman, the Flashes also have a
talented running back in 1-ugene larvis. who despite
an injury earlier this season has been very effective.
This year, he has 362 yards and five touchdowns to
his credit, good for second-most on the team in both
categories. In KSU's 54-21 pasting ofMiami last week
in (Ixford, larvis found the end zone four limes.
B(i head coach Gregg Brandon knows Kent's rushing attack could pose problems for his defense.
"[Kent has] the best rushing attack in the conference, but they're a little bit different than some

I

See PREVIEW I Page 7

BG's
defense
Rushing

IDs

Rush Yards
Per Game

Yards per
Cany

■

Fumbles

Total Rush
Yards

THE GUYS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

FANTASY FOOTBALL

FRIDA

THE GUYS WHO ARE TEARING IT UP:

KEVIN WALTER

wm
MATTSCHAUB

Walter was a bit of a wild card going into the
season, but has gradually earned more\and
more playing time. With Houston s passing
game really coming alive as of late. Walter
should improve on his 363 yards and five TDs
The guy currently throwing to receivers Itke
Walter has been on a bit of a roll as of late, reigniting Houston's passing game As of right
now. Schaub has 1.623 passing yards and 10
touchdown throws.

CHADPENNINGTON ANDRE JOHNSON

MARION BARBER

ANTONIO GATES

The former Jets quarterback has
re-discovered his game this season
m Miami, and has actually out-performed current Jets quarterback
Brett Favre Penni lgton has a QB
rating of 1005.1.710yards and seven
touchdowns.

Yes. the Cowboys are struggling to
score right now without Tony Romo
under center, but that doesn't mean
you should overlook Barber's body
of work this season Dallas' top running back has 153 carries for 611
yards and five TDs.

Next to Tony Gonzalez and Kellen
Winslow. Gates is considered one of
the NFL's absolute best tight ends
On a Chargers team loaded with
injuries this season. Gates has been
pretty consistent, with 30 receptions.
403 yards and five scores.

Houston s top receiver has been fairly consistent all season. As Schaub's
No. 1 target. Johnson has 56 catches
for 772 yards and two touchdowns.
You have to think that more TDs
will come with his production and
Houston s potent passing game.

16
181.1
4.4
5
1,449
Women's soccer ties season
finale with Toledo, 1-1
By Jordan Cravens

With help from Western Michigan,
the H( I Women's soccer team has
secured a home berth for the
first-round of the Mid-American
Conference playoffs..set to begin
on Sunday.
Battling top-ranked Toledo to
a double-overtime draw yesterday BG maintained its fourth
place position in the MAC. standings asWMU defeated Northern
Illinois, seated one notch below
the falcons' in the standings. The
lop four teams in the conference,
after regular season play, are
awarded home field advantage
for tlie tournament
"It was a rival game and those
always are very tight," said BCi
(oadi Andy Richards. "They are
often decided by a single goal

See Megan
Amann's goal
Log on to
bgnewssportscom
for a game video

and that's how we thought it
would be, but a tie is probably
fair on the day."
In the first half, Toledo was the
clear aggressor, keeping the ball
off the ground and on their offensive end for the majority for the
first 45 minutes.
Toledo's aggressive style of play
paid-off, when Brittany Hcnsler
shot of a goal going one-on-one
with a BG defender, knocking
in a shot past goalkeeper Alexa
See SOCCER | Page 7
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BG 65
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vs. #6T«x«Ttch

Teus 4
#5 Florida
vs. #8 Georgia
Flonda-6
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vs Georgia Tech
GeorgiaTert-2
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vs. Cal Lutheran
NolineaHiW*
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iami, move up in MAC East

FREDDY HUNT
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Sports Editor

ANDREW HARNER
Assistant Sports Editor

AJ Kent's gotta do « *oHo* the
exact same game plan as Eastern
Mtdvgan. r*£*m and Northern
Hnon-rundwbaJlalcH
Kent State 27. BG 21

Sony folo. Until fhn team proves
they can stop the run I can t pick
them agamst a good tunning
attack.
Kent State SI. BG 17

II vr*jnte#t to pUr <W»nWve
tackle it that's whit it wil fake to
stopthetun

I hasWt ixW aganst BG y«
thit yw I'm starting to tninfc it
wasabadldea

BGJ0.K>ntSta«17

BGil.Kem State 24

I haven't had a good upset special
ma while, so hen* iti* The Red
Rasp's take can? of home held
and beat the Lonqhnrnt
Teas Tech S8. Tern J5

I fxked agaost Tech last *eek
andcwtMnedbutlllgoahead
and do it again

Te«as Techs bloxout w«i tw
Kama* has me convinced This
•nil be a hicjh-scooncj aHair

Tolas Tech has got to want it
mow Come on Tech' Take 'em
by the bornv those ksnqhoms

Tei« SS. Texas Tkh 48

TnasT«h6J.T.us59

TeuiTech'i.TeuiM

Thrs game is all about levenge.
an! I m going with Florida

Fiords will come in angn/. but
Georgia's gcvng to win

Gcorgj didn't dnnk enough
Take the Gator out of The
Gatorade this week Florida polls Swamp' and he's nothing mote
away late
than a lizard

Florida 24. (atorgi. 16

Georoja 27. Florida 17

Florida il.Geoniia 21

Georoja U.Florida 24

Two very good defensive teams
Sight edge to the Seminules

ISO is qoioj to (jet stung Dad by
the Jackets triple optcn

I'eel as though Tech isgorncj to FSU has been rottnq of late I'
win tho game Flondl State isn't lake the underdog !■» kicks
as good as me. rarvlng suggests
GT«h20 FSU17

FSUM.G-Tec.li21

WVUnbvored. so Tm going w* Why be different' II take WVU
mem How's that for logic!
WVU 11. UCONN 21

WVU14 UCONN 10

'al *-um*,|an •* going to lose Aisd Cal Luthetan is kke Cal Ripken
„, j „„■[ j, OccioW wen Thev don t back down for any
the, do
thng

BySsan Shapiro
Reporter

The Huskies have a sokd defense
but WVU w.1 pull ahead if the,
limit stupid mistakes

WVU 2!. UCONN 21

WVU 15. UCONN 17

This is a rivalry game, so 1 leall,

A schoa for clum-.. ■

'.. LI ;:i.'l("-

'

Cal Lutheran 27. Occidental 10 Cal Lutheran 16. Occidental U Occidental 14. Cal Lutheran 4
17-16

Hockey to host unbeaten
Nebraska-Omaha
Reporter

After traveling more than 10,000
total miles during the past two
weekends, BG's hockey team is
glad to be home.
That does not mean that this
weekend's Central Collegiate
Hockey Association games against
Nebraska-Omaha will be very easy,
but at least the Falcons won't have
to fly to the arena this time.
The team flew to New England
lor games against Boston College
and Providence College two weekends ago, and this past Sunday
returned from a 16-hour flight
from Alaska- Fairbanks.
BG lost three of those four
games, dropping its overall record
to 2-3-1 after a win versus KIT and
a tie against Niagara started the
season earlier this month.
"It's great to be home." BG coach
Scott Paluch said, noting that 12 of
the team's next 16 games will be
at the BGSIJ Ice Arena. "It's a real
critical piece of our schedule and
we have to earn points here."
Nebraska-Omahais4-0sofarthis
season after collecting home wins
against American International,
Union and Mercyhurst.
That stellar home record is
yet another reason this series
could have perfect timing and
location for BG.
"There are so many good teams
in college hockey," said Paluch,
"mid if you go through a two-week
stretch of being undefeated, you're
doing pretty well."
The Mavericks do not appear
to have many weaknesses after
four games. They are in the top
half of every CCHA statistical cat-

"It's great to be
home. It's a real
critical piece of our
schedule and we have
to earn points here."
Scott Paluch |BG hockey coach
egory, including offense (3.5 goals
per game), defense (1.25 goals per
game) and die penalty kill.
UNO has not allowed one power
play goal in 22 opponent chances.
In an attempt to sneak one or
two man -advantage goals past the
Mavericks this weekend, BG has
focused on special teams play in
practice all week.
The Falcons' mediocre penalty
kill (ranked ninth in theCCHA) will
face the league's Uiird best power
play. Sophomore defenseman
Alain Goulet is one of five players who have already registered a
power play goal this season.
Now that's depth.
"They're a pretty offensive, runand-gun team and they usually
have a good power play," said BG
senior goaltender limmy Spratt.
Sprat! has faced UNO more
times than he has against any
odier team in the league with
nine games. While he has a 2-7
record against the school in his
college career, he thinks his prior
experience could help him this
weekend.
"They're a completely different team now, but it can't hurt,"
Spratt said.
Both games start at 7:05 p.m.

assists. Luther had three of BG's
four blocks in the set.
Luther eventually closed out
the set 25-18 by attacking the
middle of Miami's defense.
In the third set, Miami was
able to battle back and tie the
score at 14, but blocks from
Meghan Mohr and Luthei
helped put an end to the run
and spark a late rally, BG would
put the match away soon after,

winning 25-20 on a kill by Mohr.
her 12th of l he match.
"I on ight was the best I 've seen
us play at the net this entire season," said head coach Denise
Van De Walk,
lid's next match is tomorrow
night al Anderson Arena against
MAC West leader Western
Michigan.

•

29-24

34-19

blocking this match, lt'8 something that we have struggled
with this season." said junior
Shari Luther. "We just stepped
it up. I know the outside blacken moved in to take away
more coming across, that
definitely helped."
The first sel was very close
until junior Kaitlin lackson
sparked an 11-4 BG run, controlling the right side hitters.
Setter Sam Fish dished out
10 assists.
BCi's momentum from the
first sel carried over to the second as the Falcons jumped
OUt to an early 8-5 lead, gel
ting contributions from both
the left and right side bitters.
They were led by setter Sam
Fish, who recorded another 10

it' i I .: '

Occidental! Cal Lutheran 2

By Ethan Magoc

lor the first lime in over four
years BG controls their own
destiny in the MAC Fast. With a
3-0 win over Miami, the Falcons
pulled into a two-way tie for tindivision's top spot.
If BG is to win out their MAC
schedule this season, they are
guaranteed at least a share of
the East division title for the
first time since 2001.
In the match, BG was able
to dominate the Kedllawks al
the net as four Falcons recorded
at leasi nine kills. Defensively.
BG had a big night blocking
with nine blocks compared to
Miami's seven.
"I thought we did really well

G Tech IS. FSU 21
For WVUFW takes the White
out of the Hushes

vs. UCONN
West Virginia -4

Netters make quick work of

J J]

CRAIGVANDERKAM
Web Edno.
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Cross country teams prepare for this
weekend's MAC Championships

J1-22

PREVIEW

By Kristin McKisik
Reporter

From Page 6
of the teams," Brandon said.
"They don't pound you like a
Pitt, Boise or Northern Illinois.
Edelman will just ta'ke the
snap, look like he's dropping
back and then just take off.
larvis is a good back — very
shifty and elusive."
On the other side of the line
of scrimmage will be BG's
defense, which has statistically been much better than
last season. So far, it's allowing 7.7 fewer points, 41.7 fewer
passing yards and 26.7 fewer
rushing yards per game than
in 2007, all good signs.
The unit's problems, as
illustrated by the team's 13 record in MAC play, have
centered around stopping
the run late in games. The
defense has kept scores close
in just about every game this
season, but the second half
— especially the fourth quarter — has not been kind to
them. In the fourth quarter
this season, the Falcons have
been outscored 56-51.
In order to walk out of The
Doyt with a win tomorrow,
the Falcons will have to close
Edelman's and larvis' running gaps for all four quarters.
Brandon believes the defense
can do it.
"We've faced theSe guys
before and did a nice job
against them," Brandon said.
"(Kent's offense isn't] anything
that we haven't seen and can
prepare for. Our players just
need to execute and believe
we can win and beat Kent."

Running up the rankings is IK i's
women's cross country team.
That's in the Great Lakes
Region rankings. I he team is now
seventh in their region, according
lo the U.S. Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association.
"The women's team has been
ranked highly this season among
the MAC: schools and we are looking for a great meet this weekend
and will do everything we can lo
compete for the team title." said
head coach Cami Wells.
Three weeks ago the lady

Falcons were in the 13th spot, but conference and regional meets
they continued to rise in the fol- Wells said. "We are no longer having two a day practices or doing
lowing weeks.
"Everyone is doing a nice job long runs."
The conference the Falcons
this year and working hard."
Wells said "My expectations for are preparing for is the MAC
the learns are always the same, Championshi|)s on Nov. I al
for them to give their best indi- Eastern Michigan University.
The men's UK race is scheduled
vidual and team effort."
The team raised three spots to begin at 11:00 a.m. and the
after their performance in the women's 6K race starting at noon.
.'The focus is more on speed,
Falcon Invite on Oct. 18, finishing first against loledo and work and staying healthy," Wells
Buffalo. Both opponents are Mid said, "You never want to overlook
anyone and you always want to
American Conference teams.
"At this point in the season we concentrate on getting the most
have started to tajXT or reduce out of our team and capitalize on
the volume 10 get ready for the your strengths."

SOCCER
Ftom Page 6
Arsenault.
"They an' a very direct team,"
Richards said, with strong forwards and a deep bench. "It's hard
to play against a team like that.
They are the MAC champions so
we know they Ye a good team."
Down 1-0 tit halftime, fresh
man Megan Amann came up big
roughly 11 minutes into the second half, making spin-move lo
shake off her defender and sending the ball into Ihe right side
of the net past IJT goalkeeper
Andrea llewes.
"She's gotten stronger and
stronger as the season lias gone
on," Richards said of Amann.
With the score evened at l-l,
the Falcons' seemed to have the
momentum in their favor.
"I thought we did very well to
come back into the game after
Ix'ing one down," Richards said.
"Once we scored we came back

IN TRAFFIC: BG's Megan Amann (5)
scored the team's only goal of the day.

into the game and that's the way

soccer is."
Although both teams had scoring opportunities, neither was
able to capitalize, forcing the

match into overtime with the
score tied 1-1.
Two 10-miniite overtime periods would pass without scoring although it looked like BG
might sneak out the victory when
Corbie Yec was fouled with little
time left on the clock, setting up .t
free kick, which was booted over
the goal.
Yesterday's match held special meaning tor the program, as
loledo brought BG's season to
an end last year, defeating the
Falcons' in penalty-kick overtime
of the MAC) championship game.
"The majority of the team
played in that game and you
don't forget something like that
So you are extra-motivated,'
Richards said.
"The overall picture is that we
got a place in the MAC! tournament, which was our goal coming
into the season."
I Inkling the home-field advantage, BG will face fifth-seeded
Western Michigan with kick-off
sel tor 1 p.m.

When you're sick and going to the hospital,

the last thing you need is a long walk from your car.

• James Germalic •

n
©

ON CASINO CAPITALISM
<►" Not only wilt casinos bring in organized crime to
destroy democracy, but it will cause problems to
destroy the social system.
♦ Now in 2008 the whole economic system has gone down
because ofgambling. Casino capitalism has destroyed
the economic system.
4k Prior to 1908 there were 30-50 little shops just in
Manhattan alone; where you could bet on the stock
market. The whole economy collapsed In 2008
because of that.
♦ Every state in the union made hettlng on the stock
market illegal. Bill Clinton encouraged legal gambling
on the stock market.
V But it was the unanimous vole of all 100 senators
(Democrat's & Republicans) that legalized betting on the
stock market. (That vote was taken after 2000)
♦ Both the democrats and republicans are equally
responsible for the collapse of the financial institutions
of this country, and then the world.
*> They (60 min. radio talk show) specifically blamed the
whole stock market collapse on their term Casino
Capitalism.
♦ Thomas lefferson said once it tailor made the big kill on
gambling, he would not be content with the incremental
wage he made as a tailor.
♦ You want to vote for proposition 6 to allow casinos to
come into Ohio? Or vote for the (democrats and
republicans) who caused all of this?
I encourage you to get the transcripts from 60 Minutes,
do your own research and write letters to the editor on
Casino Capitalism. Tell people VOTE AGAINST
PROPOSITION 61 Tell every newspaper, talk show,
and TV station In this state,

VOTE FOR:

James Germalic
O'Hcial VV'iie In Candidate tor President
Black/While Parly
243 E. Liberty St Sulla 10
WoosUr. Ohio 44691 (330J-202-7617
(References: 60 Minutes, 20 minute segment. Oclobet 26. 2008)
Paid Political Advertlsmem Paid lot by James Germalic
official Write In Candidate For President

SI IK
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The Committee for Improved Parking
at Wood County Hospital:
Wes Hoffman
loan Gordon

Voting YES on the Wood County
Hospital referendum will mean:
• Adequate parking close to the hospital
entrance.
• Shorter walks for the hospital's ill
patients.
Referendum facts (Ordinance 7737):
• Voting YES on the referendum will create
26 parking places.
• The referendum affects only a small part
of ihe overall site.
• The Hospital is committed to working
with the community to replant trees and
maintain a green campus that Bowling
Green can be proud of.

1***4,'

" ,§
— "*4a.

j*,. - --'

Michael Miesle
lohn Gheelwood

Join these and other community leaders and

VOTE YES on the Wood County Hospital Referendum
(Ordinance 7737). When you're sick, better parking is more than a convenience.
PAID I OR BY: The Committee for Improved Puldng .11 Wood County I lospii.il. Mi< It.i.-I Mi.sl. I ri-.utir.'r Til) W Woosli'r, Bowling C.r.vn, OH 41402
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Halloween Show
Today at 9 p.m. at 313

HOW TO: CARVE A PERFECT PUMPKIN
ByAII».ON.ill

Thurstin Ave. a free

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Halloween show will take

Pulse Reporter

place with performances

In 2001, Chris Smalley single-handedly mass produced 50 carved pumpkins for the Wood County Park
District. Since then, the Park District Stewardship Coordinator has gathered a volunteer base to help him
carve more than 50 pumpkins for the Park District, but his expertise is unrivaled. Smalley has seen his
share of pumpkin carving over the years, but as Halloween arrives you don't need to be a professional to
enjoy the time-honored tradition of carving pumpkins. lust read this simple guide to achieving the perfect pumpkin and get carving!

from TV Casualties.
Ripped Krampus II,
Joason Zeh. Daniken
and DJs Krauty McKraut,

• Pumpkin
era sharp steal

pumpkin

• Spoon
• Newspapei (to keep the work area clean)
• Bowl (conies in handy for pumpkin pulp)

Thanatos & Friends.

STEP 2:

STEP1:

Cut a hole in the pumpkin as the
lid. Traditionally, a circle is cut from
the top of the pumpkin around the
stem, but Smalley says cutting a hole
in the bottom will preserve the pumpkin longer and make placing candles
inside the pumpkin easier. The hole
doesn't have to be too large, just big
enough to have an opening to clean
out the inside and also place a candle
inside if so desired. If you are planning on going the traditional route
with a hole in the top, cut the hole out
at an angle in order to slow down the
shrinking process.

The first step to carving a perfect pumpkin is to pick the perfect pumpkin. Smalley
suggests finding a basketball-sized or larger
pumpkin for carving. Make sure that your
pumpkin's size is proportional to the design
you have in mind to carve. (Pumpkin
patch suggestions: Pumpkin Peddler at
20354 North Dixie Highway or some local
churches have been selling pumpkins on
their front lawns.)

Harm's Way
Tomorrow at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Wooster Street Center,
see the University's
Department of Theatre
and Film Elsewhere
Theatre program's
production of "Harm's
Way" Free admission.

TOLEDO
Walk Among Us:
A Tribute to the
Misfits
Today at 9 p.m. at
Frankie's Inner City, 15
local bands will perform
the music of the Misfits.
Ages 18 ♦ are welcome.
. Call 419 693-5300 for
L

E

ticket information.

STEP 3:
Clean out the inside. Not always the cleanest
process, but you can choose to use a spoon or
your hands to do this. Sometimes it's easier to
start by using your hands and then finish with
a spoon to make sure the sides are as clean as
possible. Remove as much of the pumpkin's
"guts" and seeds that you can. (Pumpkin seeds
make a great snack, so save those and look up
a recipe online to make something to eat while
watching a scary movie.)

STEP 4:

STEP 5:

Design time. It helps to draw your pumpkin's intended face or design on a piece of
paper or newspaper before transferring it to
the pumpkin. This way, you can work out any
mistakes before finalizing it. After choosing
your face or design, use a marker to draw it
on the surface of the pumpkin. When choosing a design or face don't forget to keep your
carving skill level in mind.

Now the knife comes out
You can use a sharp knife or,
if you have one, a pumpkin
carving knife for this. Simply
and carefully carve along the
lines of your design and pop
out the carved out pans.

Horror Stories

SOME EXTRA SUGGESTIONS:

Today at 7:30 p.m.,

• Drywall saws work great on pumpkins with thick skin.

the Ritter Planetarium

• Any tool that can be used for fruit (i.e. a melon bailer or lemon zester) can

- Brooks Observatory

be used on a pumpkin for cool effects A melon bailer works well to achieve

C will present some of the

a glow without completely cutting out a piece of the pumpkin and lemon

'• classic horror stories and

zesters can be used to texture pumpkin skins. Get creative.

STEP 6:

myths associated with the

• Grab pumpkin carving tools and sets on discount racks after Halloween for

stars from various

next year's pumpkin.
[\

civilizations.

Clean up and shine. Clean the
pumpkin pulp out of your cutout areas, place a candle inside
and enjoy your pumpkin!

CONTEST: Be ujre to submit a picture of your "perfect pumpkin" to

^o contestQbgviewscom to be featured in next week's Pulse!

ELSEWHERE
Fremont
Today and tomorrow from
7:30-11:30 pm,
I celebrate the 17th
| season of Northwest
I Ohio's Haunted Hydro
P Dark Attraction Park.
New attractions this
;

year include Mid-Evil
Stonehenge and The

I

Legend of Bloody Mary

;

Ghost Show

#10 The Blair Witch Project (1999)
Annoying camera-shake aside, the students who created "The Blair Witch Project" knew
what they were doing when it came to creating a unique film experience. By playing it
off with a documentary-like depiction, "The Blair Witch" adds a unique level of real-life
fear that traditional narrative films struggle to acquire.

' Dearborn
This weekend from 9:30
!
i

am - 5 p.m. at The Henry
Ford Museum, see the
exhibit titled "Out of This
World: Extraordinary

#4 HalloweeH (1978)"

#9 The Omen (1976)
Raising a kid is no easy task Raising the son of the devil is an entirely terrifying task
altogether. By posing an innocent young boy as the catalyst for all things evil, "The
Omen" questions whether or not the most innocent things can be evil. Besides, no other
actor has been able to deliver as piercingly disturbing a glare as little Damien did.

Costumes from Film and
Television." Tickets are $14
for adults.
Make sure to check
out the theatre critics

#8 The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974)
The opening of "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre" claims to be based on true events. While
the story is entirely fictional, they failed to mention that it was loosely based on the killings
of the infamous serial killer. Ed Gem. A fact like that will make you think twice about driving far into the country.

review of "GodspeH" at
vrww.bgnews.com.

THEY SAID IT
"My husband said
he needed more
space. So I locked
him outside."
-Roseanne

Although this remake inspired t|je unAtMflknslaught of other Japanese horror
remakes, "1 he Ring" was one ^tHI^^tTc^w films to adkopriately utilize modern day
special effects. With a simple premise dressed up in visually unnerving preeision, you'll. never look at a phone, a TV. or evffl afl unmarked VHtrepe1 the^ie way ever again.

When "Psycho* first graced the sltver!
middle of the film was practically utihean
seclusion of a shower made it even rrfei
classic thriller not only shocked audteni
their own mark on this list as weti, ** *■

What was originally conceived to be
Michael Myers was given a mask,
of the most inspirational horn
slasher films, but remains in top
piano score will forever inst

I-"

about a man stalking baby-sitters, the story of
rw ati all encornpassing holiday to become one
tinSe. "Halloween" set the stage for imitating
ultimate b*)o$eyman film. By itself, the iconic
ig pre*ence^>f evil.

#3 The Shining (1980)
It was the only horror film that Stanley Kubrick directed, and unlike the long list of his other
dignified films, "The Shining" is appropriately remembered for its revered lead performance
by Jack Nicholson. With this remarkable combination of directing and acting talent. "The
Shining" is as close as we can get to delusion without actually experiencing it for ourselves.

#2 Jaws (1975)

#7 The Ring (2002>

#6 Psycho 0960);

Even thl^l ■§ newesjj|kp *> this list. "The Descent" solidifies itself as one of the
most terrf>j^l^B immersive horror films to date. By'fully utilizing its unique setting of a
dank cave dl^r^environment. the unknow^fcrtjness behind every corner will make anyone cringe"with claustropl^ia
"^^BK

It's safe to say that in the late '70s not many families were scheduling beach vacations;
•at feast the ones that saw Steven Spielberg's first masterpiece. "Jaws." While it may have
•ViacTe particular attacks at skinny dippers. "Jaws" featured the combination of a harrowing
Kore aryi a lurking monster that still makes people tremble at the break of a wave.

he Exorcist (1973)

it

illing off thi
s in the
thafthf^cnufder
U the
ufrforgjettabl' * Kit.tcn^ock's
ers wl^ nay
Immakers
'a\»#ade

)

bight be simple to make an audience jump from immediate fear, it's nearly impossible tawSuse long-term psychological fear. The exception to this rule rests at the hands
of Vyjlliam Friedkin's terrifying film, "The Exorcist." Not only does the scariest movie of all
time feature a chilling and controversial portrayal of a possessed girl, it's also one of the
only films that has reportedly needed its own exorcism due to strange happenings on set.
Let's hope the same doesn't go for its audience as well.
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Napoleon hosts fright and fun at family farm
By Malt Liaise
Pulse Reporter

Whenisthelasttimeallniversity
student has been chased by a
mass murderer, picked out a
pumpkin to bring home and
gotten lost within a racecar
shaped corn maze all in one
weekend?
The Leaders Family Farm in
Napoleon, Ohio is welcoming
students and other residents
from all around to come for a
day full of fall activities.
The farm, after 11 years of
hosting these events, encourages guests to attempt to complete
a corn maze, walk around a
pumpkin patch or a strawberry
field, take a hayride or enjoy a
thrill in the Scream Acres corn
field. If none of that appeals,
there's also a karaoke stage for
those ready to put on a show.
Scream Acres is a corn field
filled with dressed up workers
with the goal to scare its visitors.
It is sure to scare anyone who is
brave enough to enter, and college students from all surrounding campuses gather here to see
if they can get a chilling fright.
But only the bravest come out
without embarrassment.
"We tell everyone to hit the
port-a-potties before entering
Scream Acres for a good reason,"
owner and family member Evie
Leaders said, after seeing just
what some of the guests have
gone through.
"We have been told that we're
the scariest haunt in Ohio and
Michigan, with visitors coming from as far as Cleveland,
Columbus Until Cincinnati,"
Leaders added. She said there
was even a man from Iowa looking forward to visiting the farm

on its last weekend open.
But there is a limited
amount of weekends before
it's over for the season. The
farm opened for the public on
Sept. 26 and will be closing its
entry gate on Nov. 2.
Evie Leader's son Brad Leaders
is in charge of the Scream Acres
corn field, and there are souvenir T-shirts available for guests
not wanting to forget the night
they came face-to-face with
mad scientists, angry clowns,
psychos with chainsaws and
heard a werewolfs howl at the
full moon.
For anyone not wanting to
have nights filled with nightmares, there are plenty of other
activities to spend the day
doing. There is also a corn maze
in the shape of NASCAR's Sam
Hornish Jr.'s racecar for those
daring enough to try and complete it. The design was decided by the Leaders family, who
designanew maze every year. In
the past, they have crafted such
designs as a Jack-o-Lantem, castle, trainand they even designed
a marriage proposal in 2004.
According to Evie Leader,
the family gets together in
December and January to come
up with ideas on what to do
with the field. Afterward, they
draw up the design and craft the
maze from there.
Visitors can complete Scream
Acres or the corn maze (or both)
for a small price. Scream Acres
cost $12 for anyone over 12,
whereas the corn maze costs
$8. Anyone planning on doing
both can purchase a combo
ticket for just $16. The farm
also features a college special,
which includes only a $12 fee
for anyone included in a group

of 20 students or more.
According to Leaders, the
farm is most known for their
mazes, but they are becoming
well known for their 20 minute hayrides that takes guests
"around the farm, down hills
into the woods, through the cow
pasture and through creeks."
The farm also offers fun
activities for children including
a cow train, a "jumpy house"
and they can even pet and milk
Buttercup, the family cow.
After a fun day of activities,
the farm also allows guests
to take the stage and try their
hands at performing some karaoke. So. all in all, the Leaders
family tries to offer something
for everyone.
Tonight does not have to be
the last night of tricks and treats.
Let the fun last all weekend
long, and see if you can handle
the scares Scream Acres and
Leaders Family Farm offers.
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PHOTO PROVIMD
NIGHT OF FRIGHT: T*o of the vrllians
prepare to frighten unsuspecting visitors at
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Scream Acres in Napoleon Rumor has it. the
location is one of the scariest haunts m Ohio.

SUDOKO

To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There Is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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PHOTO PSOVIDtD
ENTER IF YOU DARE: The Leaders Family Farm has a college special of J12 admission for
groups of 20 students or more. The farm is open until Sunday
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What are you listening to on
your music player?

Murakami's After
Dark' plays with time,
perspective
By Lyndsay Reese

Book Reviewer

LAURA M0K0DEAN
FRESHMAN
NORTH CANTON. OH

1 THE WEATHER GIRLS
- "IT'S RAINING MEN"

■ Ant DcFr.inco

■ Ugly Stick's

■ Grade |B*

■Grade

Red Letter Year

Still Glistening

WHAT KYLE SCHMIDUN THINKS:

WHAT KYLE SCHMIDUN THWKS:

"And I wil not rest a wink" threatens punk-folk

The most difficult thing in reviewing Ugly

Goddess Ani ^Franco n the song "Ala Ths," from

Stick's latest release. "Still Glistening." is defin-

ii

he* most recent album "Red Letter Year" Track

ing exactly what it is one is listening to when

by track, and indeed album by album through the

one plays the CD. Generally, genre identifica-

years, OiFranco makes good on her vow

tion is largely meaningless, but with Ugly Stick

DiFranco remains, if nothing eke. resonant and

it's an interesting case, because they sound

has (emained her own woman since beginning

much like familiar music, but which kind of

hermuscalfoumey on her own record label bad

unfamiliar music is elusive.

in 1990.

"Still Glistening" is actually a reunion release,

Ever the praline songwriter, she turns n 12 new

according to their label. Hover Crafts. Web

songs on thrs latest release, and she hasn't lost a bit

site, and Ugly Stick had been around as early

ofr^edcjeThealbumfirrK^andatmosprieiK

as the early '90s. starling out in Columbus.

through and through marking a departure from

Ohio Considered a pioneering band of the

her earWr recordrigs. but despite the more sophrs-

"Columbus Sound." it's no surpnse to see

Kated arrangements, the music hasn't lost any of

them come back out with a release today, as

its edge

they do sound like the ancestors of today's

DiFrancos unique style of guitar playing shows in

alternative country bands, growing in

spots on the afcum but she spends much of the

popularity.

record fairly reserved The lyncs take center stage on

Most of the music sounds a little like amateur-

the album, and they are surounded by lush moving

ish folk rock / punk, but therein lies the band's

arrangements.

hidden genius. It could pass for generic frat

She takes her stand strongly with "Al This." never

rock, if not for certain subtleties and a display

succumbing to forfemng her artistic integrity Much

of humor in both the music and the lyncs It is

of the album is deeply personal as with "The Atcm"

almost as though Ugly Stick is having a laugh

which describes in a strange religious way her view

at the expense ol their target audience, with-

of the panicle, and certanfy "SmJmg Ikidemeath"

out their audience even being fully aware of it.

Some of the record ts throwaway. as with "Round

No songs are real highlights, but they run the

a Pole" and the electron*; exrjenmentaoon of

gamut from ballads ("She's Sick") to frenetic,

"Emancipated M»xx." but when it's strong, as with

fast-paced punk/rockabilly ("Left to Lay"). The

the title track, it's real strong, and DiFranco sounds as

record is consistent, with no notable highs and

convinced as she ever has

no notable lows

ZJANISJOPLIN-tOME
ON"

"THEY'RE NOT AVERAGE
SONGS THAT YOU HEAR
PEOPLE SINGING. I LISTEN
TO MODERN MUSIC, BUT
DONT RESPECT IT AS
MUCH AS I DO THESE
SONGS. THESE ARE. IN MY
OPINION. MORE CLEVER
AND WAY DIFFERENT. AND
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN IS
MY OBSESSION."

3 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
AND THEE STREET
BAND-INDEPENDENCE
DAY"
4. CHICAGO THE
MOTION PICTURE
MUSICAL-"CELL BLOCK
TANGO"
5 GEORGIA SATELLITES
-"KEEP YOUR HANDS TO
YOURSELF"

0

L?" *

AI'TL'R IVVRK

I IAKUKI
MURAKAMI
EXORCISING GHOSTSCOUK

he or she is an outside viewer.
Murakami also incorporates
moments of magical realism,
creating an even more detached
atmosphere that ties in well with
the late night setting
Overall. "After Dark" is a quick,
enjoyable read. Although the
characters occasionally seem
predictable, the distinctive setting of the novel is refreshing and
intriguing.

• James Germalic *

CHAMPION OF CHRISTIANS
,

Now Renting
For Fall 2009

^J***""'-

1 lai uki Murakami's novel "After
Dark" is centered around the
character Mari Asai, a college
freshman who has decided
to spend a night in the city of
Tokyo. Translated from original
lapanese, "After Dark" takes
place over the course of one
night, each chapter beginning
with the demarcation of the
current time. The novel follows
several characters throughout
the night who are all connected
by chance and circumstance.
Murakami tells the story in a
very stoic, matter-of-fact tone.
He speculates on the emotions
and motivations of the characters rather than allowing the
reader direct insight At points,
the novel seems as if it should
be a film instead, considering
Murakami often refers to the
reader's perspective as a view
through a camera lens.
Although unique, this angle
is distracting and as a result the
reader is continually aware that
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. PUT THIS AD IN YOUR BIBLE;
TAKE IT OUT ON ELECTION DAY;
SHOW IT TO YOUR FRIENDS.
AS A CHRISTIAN YOU CANNOT
VOTE FOR OBAMA, OR MCCAIN.
Casino's bring hi organized crime which bribes, and
assassinates, or puts up their own
candidates, thac destroys the political system.
DEMOCRACY ENDS PERIOD)
VOTE NO ON
PROPSITION6I
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Halloween Show
Today at 9 p.m. at 513

HOW TO: CARVE A PERFECT PUMPKIN

Thurstin Ave., a free

By AIU» O'Neill

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Pulse Reporter

• Pumpkin
• Knife (either a sharp steak knife ■

Halloween show will take
place with performances
from TV Casualties.
Ripped Krampus II,
Joason Zeh. Daniken
and DJs Krauty McKraut,

Friday. October 31.2008 8

In 2001. Chris Smalley single-handedly mass produced 50 carved pumpkins for the Wood County Park
District. Since then, the Park District Stewardship Coordinator has gathered a volunteer base to help him
carve more than 50 pumpkins for the Park District, but his expertise is unrivaled. Smalley has seen his
share of pumpkin carving over the years, but as Halloween arrives you don't need to be a professional to
enjoy the time-honored tradition of carving pumpkins, lust read this simple guide to achieving the perfect pumpkin and get carving!

• Newspaper (jo keep the work arc
• Bowl (comes in I

Thanatos & Friends.

STEP 2:

STEP1:

Cut a hole in the pumpkin as the
lid. Traditionally, a circle is cut from
the top of the pumpkin around the
stem, but Smalley says cutting a hole
in the bottom will preserve the pumpkin longer and make placing candles
inside the pumpkin easier. The hole
doesn't have to be too large, just big
enough to have an opening to clean
out the inside and also place a candle
inside if so desired. If you are plan
ning on going the traditional route
with a hole in the top, cut the hole out
at an angle in order to slow down the
shrinking process.

The first step to carving a perfect pumpkin is to pick the perfect pumpkin. Smalley
suggests finding a basketball-sized or larger
pumpkin for carving. Make sure that your
pumpkin's size is proportional to the design
you have in mind to carve. (Pumpkin
patch suggestions: Pumpkin Peddler at
20354 North Dixie Highway or some local
churches have been selling pumpkins on
their front lawns.)

Harm's Way
Tomorrow at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Wooster Street Center,
see the University's
Department of Theatre
and Film Elsewhere
Theatre program's
production of Harm's
Way" Free admission.

TOLEDO
Walk Among Us:
A Tribute to the
Misfits
Today at 9 p.m. at
Frankie's Inner City, 15

STEP 5

local bands will perform
the music of the Misfits.
Ages 18* are welcome.
Call 419 695-5300 for
ticket information.

Horror Stories
Today at 7:30 p.m.,
the Ritter Planetarium
- Brooks Observatory
will present some of the
classic horror stories and
myths associated with the

Clean out the inside. Not always the cleanest
process, but you can choose to use a spoon or
your hands to do this. Sometimes it's easier to
start by using your hands and then finish with
a spoon to make sure the sides are as clean as
possible. Remove as much of the pumpkin's
"guts" and seeds that you can. (Pumpkin seeds
make a great snack, so save those and look up
a recipe online to make something to eat while
watching a scary movie.)

RASUG
npkirrc with I
can be used for fruit (i.e. a melon bailer or lemon zest ,
umrjkin for cool effects. A melon bailer works well to ach
t ewtpfete y cutting out a piece of the pumpkin and lemc
I ure pumpldn skins, Get creative,
p carving tools and sets on discount racks after Hallowee

stars from various

Now the knife comes out.
You can use a sharp knife or.
if you have one, a pumpkin
carving knife for this. Simply
and carefully carve along the
lines of your design and pop
out the caned out parts.

Design time. It helps to draw your pumpkins intended face or design on a piece of
paper or newspaper before transferring it to
the pumpkin. This way, you can work out any
mistakes before finalizing it. After choosing
your face or design, use a marker to draw it
on the surface of the pumpkin. When choosing a design or face don't forget to keep your
carving skill level in mind.

STEP 6:
Clean up and shine. Clean the
pumpkin pulp out of your cutout areas, place a candle inside
and enjoy your pumpkin!

[\ CONTEST: Be sure to submit a picture ol your "perfect pumpli

civilizations.

^ contestQbgviews com to be featured in next week's Pulse'

ELSEWHERE
Fremont
Today and tomorrow from
7:50 -11:50 pm,
celebrate the 17th
season of Northwest
Ohio's Haunted Hydro
Dark Attraction Park.
New attractions this
year include Mid-Evil
Stonehenge and The
Legend of Bloody Mary
Ghost Show.

Film Critic

#5 The Descent (2005)

#10 The Blair Witch Project (1999)

Even though it J the newest film cm this list. "The Descent" solidifies itself as one of the
most terrifying Sod immersive horror films to date. By fully utilizing its unique setting of a
dank cave-div^rg environment, the unknowagbrkness behind every corner will make anyone cringe with claustrophobia

Annoying camera-shake aside, the students who created "The Blair Witch Project" knew
what they were doing when it came to creating a unique film experience. By playing it
off with a documentary-like depiction, "The Blair Witch" adds a unique level of real-life
fear that traditional narrative films struggle to acquire

Dearborn
This weekend from 9:50
a.m. - 5 p.m. at The Henry
Ford Museum, see the
exhibit titled "Out of This
World: Extraordinary

#4 Halloween (1978)

#9 The Omen (1976)

.

What was originally conceived to be a story about a man stalking baby-sitters, the story of
Michael Myers was given a mask. aJAbanf) an all encompassing holiday to become one
of the most inspirational horn r movitsof all t Tie. "Halloween" set the stage for imitating
slasher films, but remains m top forrtta*|BF ultimate boogeyman film. By itself, the iconic
piano score will forever instill the unnewng presence of evil.

Raising a kid is no easy task Raising the son of the devil is an entirely terrifying task
altogether. By posing an innocent young boy as the catalyst for all things evil, "The
Omen questions whether or not the most innocent things can be evil. Besides, no other
actor has been able to deliver as piercingly disturbing a glare as little Damien did.

Costumes from Film and
Television." Tickets are $14
for adults.
Make sure to check
out the theatre critics

#3 The Shining (1980)

#8 The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974)

It was the only horror film that Stanley Kubrick directed, and unlike the long list of his other
dignified films. "The Shining" is appropriately remembered for its revered lead performance
by Jack Nicholson. With this remarkable combination of directing and acting talent. "The
Shining" is as close as we can get to delusion without actually experiencing it for ourselves.

The opening of "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre" claims to be based on true events. While
the story is entirely fictional, they failed to mention that it was loosely based on the killings
of the infamous serial killer, Ed Gein A fact like that will make you think twice about driving far into the country.

review of "GodspelP at
vrww.bgnews.com.

THEY SAID IT
"My husband said
he needed more
space. So I locked
him outside."
-Roseanne

#2 Jaws (1975)

#7 The Ring (2002)

Its safe to say that in the late '70s not many families were scheduling beach vacations;
at least the ones that saw Steven Spielberg's first masterpiece, "Jaws." White it may have
made particular attacks at skinny dippers, "Jaws" featured the combination of a harrowing
score and a lurking monster that still makes people tremble at the break of a wave.

Although this remake inspired the unnWa^Mfconslaught of other Japanese horror
remakes. "The Ring" was one of thefufctnoror films to a^ropnately utilize modern day
special effects. With a simple premise dressed up in visually unnerving precision, you'll
never look at a phone, a TV, or even" m unmarked VH&taoe
'lj !;>n' the saaie
sairie way ever again.

#6 Psycho (I960)

r>1

he Exorcist (1975)

•<

When "Psycho" first graced the silver sS^iJhe IJM OTicilling off thee 1Irarftore.
jss in the
middle of the film was practically unheard o£_7he fqft thaf th» murderi loo* pieice in the
seclusion of a shower made it even m'or&feflHAa and unforgettable..
.
e. WBOHit
w itencocks
classic thriller not only shocked aud ic. but it also tripled plmmakers
kers y/bm nav
lave isade
their own mark on this list as well. ,
.^& ■
^fc

■

night be simple to make an audience jump from immediate fear, it's nearly impossible tfecause long-term psychological fear. The exception to this rule rests at the hands
of William Friedkms terrifying film, "The Exorcist." Not only does the scariest movie of all
time feature a chilling and controversial portrayal of a possessed girl, it's also one of the
only films that has reportedly needed its own exorcism due to strange happenings on set.
Lets hope the same doesn't go for its audience as well.
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Napoleon hosts fright and fun at family farm
By Matt Lima
Pulse Reporter

When islhelasllimcii University
student has been chased by a
mass murderer, picked out a
pumpkin to bring home and
gotten lost within a racecar
shaped corn maze all in one
weekend?
The Leaders family Farm in
Napoleon, Ohio is welcoming
students and other residents
from all around to come for a
day full ol fall activities.
The farm, after II years of
hosting these events, encourages guests to attempt to complete
a corn maze, walk around a
pumpkin patch or a strawberry
field, take a hayride or enjoy a
thrill in the Scream Acres corn
field. If none of that appeals,
there's also a karaoke stage for
those ready to put on a show.
Scream Acres is a corn field
filled with dressed up workers
w it h t be goal to sea re its visitors.
It is sure to scare anyone who is
brave enough to enter, and college students from all surrounding campuses gather here to see
if they can get a chilling fright.
Hut only the bravest come out
without embarrassment.
"We tell everyone to hit the
port-a-potties before entering
Scream Acres for a good reason,"
owner and family member F.vie
Leaders said, after seeing just
what some of the guests have
gone through.
"We have been told that we're
the scariest haunt in Ohio and
Michigan, with visitors coming from as far as Cleveland,
Columbus |and| Cincinnati,''
Leaders added. She said there
was even a man from Iowa looking forward to visiting (he farm

on its last weekend open.
But there is a limited
amount of weekends before
it's over for the season. The
farm opened for the public on
Sept. 26 and will be closing its
entry gate on Nov. 2.
F.vie Leader's son Brad Leaders
is in charge of the Scream Acres
corn field, and there are souvenir T-shirts available for guests
not wanting to forget the night
they came face-to-face with
mad scientists, angry clowns,
psychos with chainsaws and
heard a werewolf's howl at the
full moon.
For anyone not wanting lo
have nights filled with nightmares, there are plenty of other
activities to spend the day
doing. There is also a corn maze
in the shape of NASCAR's Sam
llornish Ir.'s racecar for those
daring enough to try and complete it. The design was decided by the Leaders family, who
design a new maze every year. 1 n
the past, they have crafted such
designs as a lack-o-I jntern, castle, train and they even designed
a marriage proposal in 20(M.
According to Fvie Leader,
the family gets together in
December and lanuary to come
up with ideas on what to do
with the field. Afterward, they
draw up the design and craft the
maze from there.
Visitors can complete Scream
Acres or the corn maze (or both)
for a small price. Scream Acres
cost SI2 for anyone over 12,
whereas the corn maze costs
$8. Anyone planning on doing
both can purchase a combo
ticket for just $l(i. The farm
also features a college special,
which includes only a S12 fee
for anyone included in a group

According to Leaders, the
farm is most known for their
mazes, but they are becoming
well known for their 20 minute hayrides that takes guests
"around the farm, down bills
into the woods, through the cow
pasture and through creeks."
The farm also offers fun
activities for children including
a cow train, a "jumpy house"
and they can even pel and milk
Buttercup, the family cow.
After a fun day of activities,
the farm also allows guesls
to take the stage and iry their
hands at performing some karaoke. So, all in all, the Leaders
family tries to offer something
for everyone.
Tonight does not have to be
the last night of tricks and treats.
Let the fun last all weekend
long, and see if you can handle
the scares Scream Acres and
Leaders Family farm oilers.
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Scream Acres m Napoleon Rumor has it the
location is one of the scariest haunts in Ohio.
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Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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ENTER IF YOU DARE: The Leaders Family Farm has a college special o( $12 admission for
groups of 20 students or more The farm is open until Sunday
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of 20 students or more.

What are you listening to on
your music player?

Murakami's After
Dark' plays with time,
perspective
By Lyndsey Reese

Book Reviewer

LAURA M0K0DEAN
FRESHMAN
NORTH CANTON. OH

1 laruki Murakami s novel "Alter
Dark" is centered around the
character Man Asai. a college

freshman who has dedded
1 THE WEATHER GIRLS
- "IT'S RAINING MEN"

■ Ugly Stick's
■ Grade | B-

Red Letter Year

Still Glistening

WHAT KYLE SCHMIDLIN THINKS:

WHAT KYLE SCHMIDLIN THINKS:

"And I will not rest.) wink threatens punk-folt

The most difficult thing in reviewing Ugly

Goddess An DiFranco m the song "Ala This." from

Stick's latest release. "Still Glistening." is defm

hct most recent album "Red Letter Year" Trad

mg exactly what it is one is listening to when

by track, and indeed album by album through the

one plays the CD Generally, genre identifica-

years, DiFranco makes good on her vow

tion is largely meaningless, but with Ugly Stick

DiFraiKO remams, if nothng eke. resonant and

it's an interesting case, because they sound

has remaned her own woman snee begnnng

much like familiar music, but which kind of

her musical journey on her own record label back

unfamiliar music is elusive

hi 1990

'Still Glistening" is actually a reunion release,

Ever the prolific songwnter. site turns in 12 new

according to their label. Hover Craft's, Web

songs on this latest release, and she hasn't lost a btf

site, and Ugly Stick had been around as early

of her edge The album is moody and atmospheric

as the early '90s. starting out in Columbus.

through and through, marking a departure from

Ohio. Considered a pioneering band of the

her earlier recordngs. but despite the more sophis-

'Columbus Sound, its no surprise to see

ticated arrangements, the music hasn't lost any of

them come back out with a release today, as

its edge

they do sound like the ancestors of todays

DiFrancos unique style of guitar playing shows n

alternative country bands, growing in

spots on the abum. but she spends much of the

popularity

record farrty reserved The lyncs take center stage on

Most of the music sounds a little like amateur

the album, and they are surrounded by lush, moving

ish folk rock / punk, but therein lies the bands

arrangements.

hidden genius It could pass for generic frat

She takes her stand strongly with 'All This." never

rock, if not for certain subtleties and a display

succumbng to forfeitng her artistic integrity Much

of humor in both the music and the lyncs It is

of the abum is deeply personal, as with "The Atom."

almost as though Ugly Stick is having a laugh

wnxh desenbes n a strange rekgous way her view

at the e<pense of then target audience, with-

of the particle, and ceflanry "Smiling Underneath'

out their audience even being fully aware of »t

Some of the record is throwaway. as with "Round

No songs are real highlights, but they run the

a Pole and the electron* experimentation of

gamut from ballads ("She's S*ck") to frenetic,

'Emancipated Minor," but when its strong as w*h

fast-paced punk/rockabilly ("Left to Lay") The

the title track, it's leal strong, and DiFranco sounds as

record is consistent, with no notable highs and

convinced as she ever has.

no notable lows
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"THEY'RE NOT AVERAGE
SONGS THAT YOU HEAR
PEOPLE SINGING. I LISTEN
TO MODERN MUSIC. BUT
DON'T RESPECT IT AS
MUCH AS I DO THESE
SONGS. THESE ARE, IN MY
OPINION, MORE CLEVER
AND WAY DIFFERENT. AND
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN IS
MY OBSESSION.

i BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
AND THEE STREET
BAND-INDEPENDENCE
DAY"
4 CHICAGO THE
MOTION PICTURE
MUSICAL- CELL BLOCK
TANGO"
5 GEORGIA SATELLITES
-"KEEP YOUR HANDS TO
YOURSELF"
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For Fall 2009
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to spend a night in the city ol
Tokyo. Translated from original
lapanese. "After Dark" takes
place over the course of one
night, each chapter beginning
with the demarcation of the
current time. I he novel follows
several characters throughout
the night who areall connected
by chance and circumstance.
Murakami tells the story in a
very stoic, matter-of-fact tone.
I le speculates on the emotions
and motivations of the characters rather than allowing the
reader direct insight. At prints,
the novel seems as if it should
lx- a film instead, considering
Murakami often refers to the
reader's perspective as a view
through a camera lens.
Although unique, this angle
is distracting and as a result, the

leader is continually aware that

AFTER DA IV
*

HARUKI
MURAKAMI
EXORCISING GHOSTS CO UK

he or she is an outside viewer
Murakami alst > incorporates
moments Of magical realism.

□eating an even mote detached
atmosphere thai ties in well with
the late night setting.
Overall, "Alter I )ark" is a quick,
enjoyable lead. Although the

characters occasionally seem
predictable, the distinctive setting ol the novel is refreshing and
intriguing.

• James Germalic •
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VOTE FOR:
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Please send us contributions so we
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Press
Down Under critter
Montezuma, notably
Napoleon's commander at
Waterloo
Hawaiian island
Interior Secretary under
FDR
Sawbuck
Drew near
Warmonger
Small chicken
41 Hens' men
Delphic seer
42 Credit-tracking Corp.
From the sublime to
43 Sugar suffix
the ridiculous
46 Die out
Oil cartel
47 Topped out
Ouite happy
48 Have in mind
Meet, as expectations 50 List particular
Stage fronts
Vocalist Mercer
Hot spring
Wnter Ken
Feeling poorly
Grown acorns
Long overcoat
Workout spots
_ ladder
Palo _, CA
Cookware brand
Small screen idol
Top shot
Baton Rouge sch.
West Bank city
Fashion letters

THIS JUST IN: Breaking news editor Candace Heckman speaks on the phone as she holds a package labeled "anthrax' at the Seattle PoslIntelliqencer newspaper Wednesday. The package was opened by Heckman and contained a disk with an image ol Colin Powell and a packet
with a powdery substance A California man was arrested Wednesday on suspicion of sending hoax letters labeled "anthrax.

Media put on alert after
wave of fake anthrax mailings
By Sudhin Thanawala
The Assooared Press
SAN FRANCISCO — The FBI is
warning media outlets to be vigilant about opening theii mall after
a California man was arrested on
suspicion ol sending more than
100 hoax letters labeled "anthrax"
to newspa|X'rs and IV stations.
Mare M. keyset. Wi, sent more
than 120 envelopes containing a
compact disc that had a packet
of sugar labeled "Anthrax Sample''
along with a biohazard symbol.
the FBI said in a news release. The
CD was titled "Anthrax Shock &
Awe Terror.''
None of the packets has so
far tested positive for hazardous material, the agency said.
Authorities did not say what was

on the CD.
More mailings will probably lx'
received over the next few days,
authorities warned. Recipients
should contact their local FBI
office, said FBI agent Steve Dupre.
I )iipre said the arrest is not connected to another series of bogus
mailings containing a white powder that were sent to financial
institutions and announced by
the FBI last week.
Keyscr was taken into custody
without incident at his home in
Sacramento on three counts of
sending a hoax letter, the FBI said.
At least some of the packages had
Keyser's return address on them,
Dupre said.
(Geyser is being held at the

Sacramento County jail and was
expected to make his first conn

appearance yesterday. It wasn't
known
Wednesday
evening
whether he had a lawyer.
The investigation began after
The Atlantic magazine received
a letter Monday, Dupre said. The
Charlotte Observer newspaper in
North Carolina received an envelope Tuesday.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
newsroom was evacuated briefly
Wednesday after an editor opened
a package that the FBI says appears
to lx? connected to the other mailings. The Seattle Times reported it
received a similar package.
The FBI collected the PostIntelligencer's envelope. Seattle
FBI
spokeswoman
Robbie
Burroughs said it appeared to be
pan of a wave of mailings that
originated in Sacramento, (!alif.
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Mr. Basketball of the 1950s
Sports commentator Albom
Shorl haircut
Mania
Bullet train
Coach Parseghian
Hit by Delia Reese and Puccini
Country: abbr.
"Picnic" playwright
Kind of chart
First drawing
Lot of land
Ms. enclosure
Composer Schifrin
Man's title
Hosp. area
"Original Sin" novelist
Scenarios
Rodeo rope
Hit by the Toys and Bach
_ Island, NY
Stenches

By Mike Stobbe
The Associated Press
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HIGH HOMICIDE RATES: ion, Temple
peers from under a sign during a prayer vigil
on Chicago's West Side Wednesday

Chicago homicides
are nothing new to
residents
By Don Babwin
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - During the
same weekend that county
pathologists
conducted
autopsies on the bodies
of actress-singer lennifer
Hudson's mother and brother, they also examined the
bodies of six other people
who'd been gunned down or
beaten to death.
"You hear gunshots day and
night, that's nothing new," said
Ken Rasheeda, 38, who grew up
in the neighborhood, F.nglewood,
where he and his wife are now
raising three children. "There's
been times I heard gunshots and
I didn't think twice about it, it's
so common."

A11 ANTA — The rate of new
diabetes cases nearly doubled
in the United States in the last
10 years, with the highest lev
els in the South, the government said yesterday in its First
state-by-state review of new
diagnoses.
The highest rate was in West
Virginia, where about 13 in
1,000 adults were diagnosed
with the disease. The lowest
was in Minnesota, where the

rate Is 5 in 1,000.
Ohio was on the lower end
with about six new cases per
1,000 adults.
About HO percent of the cases
are Type 2 diabetes, the form
linked to obesity. The findings
echo geographic trends seen
with obesity and physical inactivity, which arealso tied to heart
disease. Southern states rank
worst in those measures, too.
"It isn't surprising the problem is heaviest in the South
— no pun intended," said Matt
Petersen, who oversees data
and statistics for the American
Diabetes Association.
But the study provides
important new information on
where new cases are emerging
each year, giving a more timely
picture of where the disease
is exploding. The information
should be a big help as the government and health insurers
decide where to focus prevention campaigns, he said.

"It isn't surprising the
problem is heaviest
in the South no pun intended."
Matt Peterson | Researcher
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Typical one
Bros bro
Have debts
Lawless princess?
Limb
Clicking sounds
Part of CAP
Mature
Coupd'_
DDE
Hit by Eric Carmen and
Rachmaninoff
Stimpy's pal
Deejay Casey
Mattress brand
Actor Byrnes
Temples
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$700 IN CASH PRICES

These houses won't
last long

U P T O W N

dowMw
SPORTS BAR & Mil

for current listing

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

BG

M

i

.'.

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
I If BO \t'.»\ will not knowingly accept
advertiirmenii ihit discriminate or
encourage dlKrtminailon against any
individual 01 group on the batli o( race,
tex. color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basis olany oilier legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such .is those (mind to be defamatory,
lacking m laiiu.illi;i<>ls. mlilr.idmgoi lalte
In nature. All tdvrllMnnnU are subject
to tilttlng and ap|im\al.

Travel

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

have been signing leases 2009-2010
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease
930 E.Wooster +303 E. Merrydarge!
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am -9pm

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call after 8pm, no exp. needed.
Call 419-332-2279
Make up to $75 per on-line survey,
visit:
www.cashtospend com

House w/ 4 BR, newly renovated
bath & kitchen & private parking.
$800/mo, non-smk. 419-350-8639.
House with 2 BR, 1 bath, basement.
garage. C/A, S800/mo
Non-smoking. Call 419-350-8639.
Houses 8 Apartments
12 months leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours 10-2, M-F
wwwbgapartments.com

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring: sushi chet. kitchen chet.
& bartender. Call 419-352-7070
Wood Lane Residential Services. Inc
will be at BT Student Union on
November 5, 2008 from 10am-1pm
to discuss employment opportunities
and distribute applications lor PT
and sub positions working w/ adults
with mental & physical disabilities
"Excellent opportunity to gain
experience toward your career goals

Victorian 2 BR apt, $650/mo + ulil.
1 BR in Victorian home, $250/mo
w/util Call 386-405-3318

For Rent

Catering

"1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S399,
see Cartyrentals com
Call419-353-0325 9am.-9pm

SINCE

ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR UP TO 350 GUESTS

3 BR house available,
S275 per person + utll.
Close to BGSU Oft St. prk. AC/WD.
Call 419-601-3225 or 419-352-4773.

sips

312 N Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. incl.
Call 419-352-5882
832 Third St. 5 blks from campus
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Window A/C
$840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812

19 7 2

V////,"/L/,fl«i

3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise,
avail. NOW!
1 8 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.
Avail in Jan 2009.
Call 419-354-9740.

i

419-353-2277

FREE RENT

E. MARK HUMMER

www.meccabg.com

www.hummer-for-sheriff.com

Visit out website tor
prices, photos. & specials1

n n
0

For Rent

WHAT SOLUTION??

lor the school year.

'.

V H

Help Wanted

Politics As Usual or Police Work?

Start renting November 10, 2008
lor the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

N

'Vs ».••."

HOUSES!

Call 419-806-4429
or www.froboserentals.com

V

OURSPECIALSI
See our coupon menu at
www.pisanellos.com

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'09-'10 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

1

N /V

Independent For The Right Reasons

FRIDAY

1 d
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Management Inc.

UPTOWH/DOWNTOWN
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"Let's hove an experienced Cop be Sheriff For o Change"

r

U

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

ThestudybytheU.S.Centersfor
Disease Control and Prevention Spring Break Discounts, Free Travel.
Belore Nov 1st. 1-800-426-7710,
covered most states.
www sunsplashtours.com
More
than
23
million
Americans have diabetes. The
number is growing quickly.
About 1.6 million new cases were
Services Offered
diagnosed in people 20 or older
last year, according to t he CDC.
Change Your Financial Situation,
Some studies have offered
Call 419-601-5179 or visit
state-specific estimates of diawww.shopherbalife.com/Lgreen
betes cases, but this is the First
and click "Business Opportunity".
to chart where new cases are
being diagnosed.
Lock It Up Storage
655 Poe Road
"It's important work," said
North
Baltimore, OH
Angela
Liese, a diabetes
MIATTENTION ATTENTION!!!
researcher at the University of
Winter Special
South Carolina, who was not
SOSiofl first full month
involved in the CDC study.
Various sizes Available
Call the office at 419-257-2851
The study involved a randomdigit-dialed survevofmorethan
260.000 adults. Participants
Personals
were asked if they'd ever been
told by a doctor that they have
diabetes, and when the diagnoCampus Pollyeyes sis was made.
Visit as at
CampusPollyeyes.com
The annual rate of new diabetes cases rose from about 5
per 1,000 in the mid-1990s to
9 per 1,000 in the mid-2000s,
according to data gathered for
33 states for which CDC. had
complete data for both time
periods.
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getting his groove back
in the past two games, kicker sinisa vrvilo has been perfect
By Andrew Harner
Assistant Sports Editor

"He wants to be so
good that he puts

page

KENT PHOTOS COURTESY Of KSU ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT. All OTHERS COURTESY Of THE BOMEWS

Sinisa Vrvilo knew he could kick.
Ami since nailing a 44 yard field goal
lo give the l:alcons a four-point lead
with 2:20 left in IK is win against Akron
eariicr this season, Vrvilo hasn't missed.
IMor to that kick, vrvilo had missed
his last three attempts and had made
just two of liis eight tries on the season.
However, he put in the necessary
work to get back to last year's form
(IS of 19 on field goals) and is now
on a roll.
"lie wants to be so good that he
puts a lot of pressure on himself.'' said
coach Gregg Brandon. "He's a senior,
and he's a good player for us."
Eariicr this season, critics were asking whether or not vrvilo had lost his
kicking stroke, but the last three games
Show that Vrvile > still has what it takes to
get the hall through the uprights.
The critics were talking because
had he made the field goals he
missed against Boise State and
l-aslcm Michigan earlier this season,
the outcomes of those games may
have been different
Against Boise, the Broncos were
leading 20-0 at halltime with BG
in the locker room out M\ points
they coukfve had had Vrvilo made
42-yard and a 35-yard field goals in
the lit si half.
After the falcons scored a touchdown with 11: It) left in the fourth, the
late drives in the game may have been
different being a seven-point game
instead ofa 13-poirU game.
vrvilo recovered the next week
agninSI Wyoming hitting his only
attempt and all six Mis, but in the MidAmerican (onference opener against
I Mil. he again found troubles,
in the second quaiteE vrvilo missed
a 52 yard field goal, a distance further
out than his 11(1 cared -lung, bin altei
the Ralcons found themselves down
by three with 36 seconds left, he had
his chance for redemption.
Altei a nice return and a lew passi",, Vlvllo was set up with a 53-yard
attempt with three seconds left in the
Homecoming game
The kick had the distance but sailed
wide left.

'«*

a lot of pressure
on himself. He's a
senior, and he's a
good player for us."
Gregg Brandon | Coach

"1 don't think there was anything
wrong with me," Vrvilo said of his early
struggles. "I just think it was me feeling
comfortable."
Pan of the comfort that may have
Dean missing was the absence of regular holder IX'rek Brighton, who was
injured until the Akron game when
Vrvilo began his turnaround
But, it may have been the video crew
who gave Vrvilo the ultimate comfort
he needed.
Knowing Vrvilo was in need of some
motivation, the football video department made a compilation video of all
of the good kicks Vrvilo has made in his

■

time with the Rdcona
I he video was made so Vrvilo could
see himself doing well, but he said ii
didn't really have much to do with his
turnaround on the field
"I don't think it had anything to do
with it," Vrvilo said "It was another
thing that was positive for me to go out
and just do what I know how to do...
anil mats making field goals."
But seemingly at the same time, the
offense and defense began to sputter.
Vrvilo found his toe again, making his
last five field goal attempts.
According to Brandon, had it not
been for the two field goals made early
in last uirk's game against Northern
Illinois, the I ale cms wouldn't have even
had a <ham e to win come the fourth
quartet
"Sinisa kept us in the game.'
Brandon said.
Vrvilo also realizes the importance
of his abilities in a close game like
last week.
"The more field goals that are
made, the better it is for our team,"
Vrvilo said.

BRANDOHHEISS

i

LINING UP: BG keeker Sinisa Vrvilo sizes up a
field goal atlempt vs. Eastern Michigan at Doyt
Perry Stadium.
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t us under the ten

Falcon
FANatic
Store

at Uoyt Perry Stadium

Bring your ticket stub in to
BGSU on Main or the University
Bookstore on the Monday after
a win and receive 5% off BGSU
Apparel & Accessories for each
touchdown we score.
(Valid up to 30% off, 6 touchdowns)

UNIVERSITY

Largest Selection of BGSU
Sportswear & Gifts

bookstore

• Champion • Adidas • Russell • Jansport •
• MV Sportt • Under Armour • Zephyr •

Your University. Your Store.
AT THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
419-372-2851 OR TOLL-FREE 1-866-517-9766

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu

Your Downtown
University Connection
133 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
419-372-5310

http://bgsufalcons.cstv.com/store
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can bg make another run?
the falcons find themselves in a situation similar to last year
By Chris Voloichuk
Sports Editor

"We were right here last year, and we did
a better job at the end of the season

Oftentimes, history repeats itself.
for the most part."
Movies have sequels. Bands have
follow-up albums. Teams win titles in
Gregg Brandon | Coach
consecutive years.
Surely, the Falcon football team
opposing running backs and often
would love for the third instance to games to go, just like last year.
happen. After all, they've been in this
The only difference is that, this sive lines wear them down. It hap
position before.
time around, Kent State will repre- pened against Eastern Michigan
"We were right here last year, and we sent BG's first chance to make good Miami and Northern Illinois.
did a better job at the end of the season on a season that started off with
Kent State won't make life any
for the most part," said head coach such promise and then deteriorated easier. The Flashes are currently the
Gregg Brandoa
into disappointment.
MAC's best running team, averaging
By this time last year, BG was 2-2 in
Brandon thinks the team has anoth- 217 yards on the ground per game
Mid-American Conference play and er run left in its collective tank.
Their leading rusher is the quarter
had just lost a heart-breaker at home to
"We've faced these guys before and back, lulian Edelman, and their pri
Ohio, 38-27. With only four games left did a nice job against them," he said. mary back, Eugene larvis, is coming off
to play, the team's prospects of winning "It's nothing we haven't seen and can a four-touchdown performance last
the East Division were looking slim.
prepare for. Our players just need to week at Miami.
But then, almost unexpectedly, the execute and believe we can beat Kent"
In order to start a run similar to last
falcons went on a major ntn, winning
If history is to repeat for the Falcons, season's, the Falcon defense will have
all four remaining games to clinch a they're going to have to go all the way to dig deep and get back to stopping
share of the East
back to die start of the season and the drives for all four quarters.
"last year, everybody bought in," non-conference schedule, where they
"We just need to refocus," Torresso
said sophomore defensive tackle Nick did a good job of stopping the run and said. "We've had a great game plan
Torresso. "Everyone had that sense of gave the offense chances to move the every week and it's just little things
urgency. They realized if we go down ball. Efforts such as those at Pittsburgh here or there that are really killing us
from here, there's no going back."
and Wyoming stick out
As a collective, as a team, we just need
Ihis year, the team would love to
Since MAG play started, BG has to refocus."
have a repeat of that success. They've regressed defensively, playing
The history is there for another late
been inconsistent up to this point, just well enough to keep games close season run. But it's up to the players on
like last year. And now they've got four but fading in the second half as (lie field to repeat it

BOB WINNER

APPHT70

FIRED UP: Falcon receiveis Marques Parks (left) and Jermiah Kelley (right) celebrate alter Park cauqht a touchdown pass last week al Northern Illinois.
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WAL-MART
SUPERCENTER

ALWAYS LOW PRICES
S^Hotdogs
Q^Hamburgers
Q'Pepsi
©'Mountain Dew
lyf Ketchup
S^Mustard
Q^Chips
S^Paper Plates

SM

lyf Napkins
lyf Blankets
E3^ Jacket
tyf Umbrella
Q' Football
SfTent
SK Camera
0" Cookies
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last year
here's where both teams stood in 2007
POINTS PER GAME

POINTS ALLOWED

TIME OF POSSESSION

32.1 26 28:40
A L c a N s
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this year
through eight games, here's where they stand right now
POINTS PER GAME

POINTS ALLOWED

24.9 29.2

TURNOVERS FORCED

TIME OF POSSESSION

Friday.Octobef 51.2008 7
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